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Abstract

In this thesis, infrared spectroscopy was used to address non-equilibrium processes in
semiconductor nanostructures and proteins on femto- to nanosecond timescales. Spe-
cial attention was paid to the couplings between low frequency excitations and other
(low-frequency) degrees of freedom. Despite the apparent di�erences in between the in-
vestigated material systems, low frequency modes determine the functionality in both,
semiconductor nanostructures and proteins. A good example to illustrate this are en-
zymes, which act as bio-catalysts. Here, conformational changes of the protein lead to a
reduction of the activation barrier of bio-chemical reactions, thus enhancing their yield
and turn-over rate at room temperature [1]. While the coupling of low frequency excita-
tions and modes that lead to conformational changes is essential for the functionality of
these proteins, the coupling between electronic excitations and vibrational lattice excita-
tions leads to rapid carrier thermalization and thereby limits the e�ciency of conventional
photo-voltaic devices based on semiconductors and semiconductor nanoparticles [2].
As a bulk solid, mercury telluride (HgTe) exhibits a negative band-gap [3]. This allows to
tune the band-gap of HgTe nanoparticles across the entire infrared range by varying the
localization energy through the particle size [4, 5], which makes them a very promising
substitute for epitaxially grown alloys for infrared devices and applications. The coupling
between electronic excitations, vibrational excitations of the crystal lattice and the pas-
sivating dodecane thiol ligands and their role in carrier relaxation have been of special
interest for the experiments presented here. First, energy dissipation from the electronic
system upon photo-excitation was investigated. Special attention was paid to the depen-
dency of carrier cooling on the energy of the absorbed photons, which have been varied
from the band-gap up to the work function of the HgTE particles. In addition, structure,
dynamics and the coupling between states near the band-gap were investigated using two-
dimensional infrared spectroscopy. Carrier relaxation to the band-gap was found to be
completed within several picoseconds, even for excitation close to the work function. The
mean energy dissipation during this process appeared to be largely independent from the
initial energy of the hot exciton and the density of states. This suggested that intraband
relaxation of electrons is mostly mediated by Auger coupling to holes, while holes relax
through coupling to phonon and ligand excitations.
Opposed to directly probing low frequency electronic excitations in HgTe quantum dots,
the unnatural amino acid p-azido phenylalanine (AzF) was used as a spectroscopic handle
to studying low frequency dynamics in proteins. Here, the azido stretching vibration in
AzF was used as a vibrational label with a distinct position in the protein, which allowed
correlation of the spectral response of the azido stretching vibration and its immediate
surroundings. This way, the local protein structure and its dynamics can be observed
through temporal changes in the interaction between the vibrational label and its direct
vicinity [6]. It had been previously shown that the spectral signature of the label AzF
also re�ects conformational changes of the protein [7, 8]. The aim of studying AzF incor-
porated into the protein Calmodulin (CaM) was to obtain better understanding of the
interactions between the azido group and its local environment within the protein. To
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this end, the nonlinear vibrational relaxation and the induced absorption feature of the
azido group were investigated as a function of protein conformation. These measurements
indicated that the Fermi resonance within the azido stretching vibration in AzF mainly
contributes towards the distinct spectral signatures in di�erent protein conformations.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit Nicht-Gleichgewichtsprozessen in Halbleiternanostrukturen
und Proteinen auf der Femto- bis Nanosekunden Zeitskala, die mittels Infrarotspek-
troskopie untersucht wurden. Dabei standen besonders die niederfrequenten Anregun-
gen und deren Kopplung zu anderen (niederfrequenten) Freiheitsgraden im Fokus. Auch
wenn die untersuchten Materialsysteme auf den ersten Blick sehr verschieden sind, wird
die Funktion beider entscheidend durch niederfrequente Moden beein�usst. Beispielsweise
können enzymatische Proteine die Aktivierungsenergie biochemischer Reaktionen durch
gezielte Konformationsänderungen absenken, so dass diese auch bei Raumtemperatur ef-
�zient ablaufen können [1]. Während diese niederfrequenten Moden in Form von Kon-
formationsänderung essentiell für die Funktionsweise von Proteinen sind, so stellt die
schnelle Energiedissipation von elektronischen Anregungen durch die Kopplung an Gitter-
schwingungen eine entscheidende Hürde für die Entwicklung von e�zienteren Solarzellen
auf Basis von Halbleitern und Halbleiternanopartikeln dar [2].
Das Volumenmaterial Quecksilbertellurid (HgTe) hat eine negative Bandlücke [3]. De-
shalb kann durch Variation der Lokalisierungsenergie die Bandlücke von HgTe Nanopar-
tikeln durch den gesamten infraroten Spektralbereich gestimmt werden [4, 5]. Sie stellen
damit einen möglichen Ersatz für epitaktische Materialien für infrarot Anwendungen dar.
Der Fokus der hier durchgeführten Untersuchungen an den nanoskopischen kolloidalen
HgTe Quantenpunkten lag dabei auf der Kopplung zwischen elektronischen Anregun-
gen und Schwingungsanregungen des Kristallgitters und der stabilisierenden Dodecanthiol
Liganden. Dazu wurde zunächst die Energiedissipation aus dem elektronischen System
nach Photoanregung untersucht. Das Spektrum der zur Anregung genutzten Photonenen-
ergien reichte dabei von der Bandlücke bis hin zur Austrittsarbeit von HgTe. Zusätzlich
wurde die Struktur, Kopplung und Dynamik der Zustände nahe der energetisch niedrig-
sten Anregung mittels zweidimensionaler Infrarotspektroskopie vermessen. Es zeigte sich,
dass die Relaxation von Ladungsträgern an die Bandlücke selbst für Anregungen nahe der
Austrittsarbeit innerhalb weniger Pikosekunden abgeschlossen ist. Die mittlere Kühlrate
ist dabei unabhängig von der Ausgangsenergie des Exzitons und der Zustandsdichte. Dies
deutet darauf hin, dass die intraband Relaxation der Elektronen wesentlich durch sehr
e�ziente Auger Kopplung an Löcher beein�usst wird, während Löcher durch Kopplung
an Liganden- und Phononanregungen relaxieren.
Anstelle der direkten Abtastung der niederfrequenten elektronischen Freiheitsgrade in
HgTe Quantenpunkten, wurde die Aminosäure p-Azidophenylalanin als spektroskopis-
cher Zugang zur Untersuchung der niederfrequenten Dynamiken in Proteinen genutzt.
Die Azido-Streckschwingung von AzF diente dabei als lokalisierbare Schwingungssonde,
die eine eindeutige räumliche und spektrale Zuordnung der Azidostreckschwingung er-
möglichte. Durch die zeitliche Veränderung der Wechselwirkung zwischen Schwingungs-
sonde und ihrer unmittelbaren Umgebung, kann so die lokale Struktur und deren Dynamik
des Proteins beobachtet werden [6]. So wurde bereits gezeigt, dass sich auf diese Weise
Änderungen der Proteinkonformation in der spektralen Signatur dieser Sonde wieder-
spiegeln [7, 8]. Das Ziel der Experimente des mit AzF präparierten Proteins Calmodulin
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(CaM) war ein besseres Verständnis der Wechselwirkung zwischen der Azidogruppe und
ihrer unmittelbaren Umgebung. Dazu wurd die nichtlineare Schwingungsrelaxation, sowie
die induzierte Absorption der Azidogruppe in Abhängigkeit des Konformationszustands
des Proteins untersucht. Diese Messungen lieÿen vermuten, dass sich die Änderung der
spektralen Signatur von AzF in verschiedenen Proteinkonformationen wesentlich auf die
Fermiresonanz der Azidogruppe zurückführen lässt.
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1 Introduction

The macroscopic properties and functionality of each material and molecule are de�ned
by its elemental excitations, which underlie its atomic structure. This spatial arrange-
ment can be described by the attractive potentials between the individual atoms. Infrared
spectroscopy provides an excellent handle to probe sub-eV excitations and to access these
nuclear potentials through their respective Eigenstates, the electronic and vibrational ex-
citations of the system. Due to its sensitivity to changes in frequency and population
of these Eigenstates, interactions in materials and molecules can be unraveled by time-
resolved infrared spectroscopy. Local electric �elds, structure (e.g. isomerization) and
chemical environment as well as energy redistribution between modes can be obtained.
In this thesis, two material systems in which the coupling between vibrational and en-
ergetically higher excitations are decisive for their functionality are investigated using
femtosecond pump-probe and two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy.
The �rst part of this thesis investigates the coupling between electronic and low frequency
excitations in semiconducting mid-infrared quantum dots, which has signi�cant impact
on carrier thermalization in these systems. As the ability to in�uence intraband relax-
ation enables the development of next generation materials and devices understanding the
underlying coupling mechanisms is of tremendous technological relevance. For example,
the e�ciency of silicon based photovoltaics is restrained by the well known Shockley-
Queisser limit [2]. The dilemma being that photons in the solar spectrum with energy
below the silicon band gap are not absorbed and therefore inaccessible for energy con-
version thus favoring low band-gap materials. On the other hand, photons with energies
larger than the band-gap of the device lose this additional energy as heat due to rapid
carrier thermalization, favoring large gap materials. Consequently, a trade-o� between
the two loss-mechanism needs be made, which results in a theoretical maximum e�ciency
of around 30% for silicon solar cells [2]. A possible approach to more e�cient next gener-
ation solar cells is the exploitation of mechanisms that e�ectively suppress carrier cooling,
thus enabling the extraction of hot carriers [9, 10, 11] thus harnessing a larger fraction
of the solar spectrum. Another technological application where intraband relaxation has
direct impact on the e�ciency of the device are solid state lasers. Here, the opposite limit
for carrier relaxation is desired. Rapid depopulation of the pumped state and the lower
level of the lasing transition increases the population inversion and hence the gain of the
laser.
Intraband relaxation in bulk solids is governed by the coupling between electronic ex-
citations and vibrational modes and could be characterized as stochastic thermalization
processes. Upon (photo-) excitation electrons rapidly form a hot equilibrium through
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1 Introduction

inelastic electron-electron scattering on a sub 100 femtosecond time scale. The electronic
system then dissipates energy through much slower electron-phonon scattering processes,
typically over the course of several picoseconds. Here, the low-frequency vibrational ex-
citations act as a bath [12]. This coupling between electronic and vibrational degrees
of freedom is depicted in �gure 1.1. From this cartoon it can also be deducted, why
electrons couple predominantly to optical phonons and acoustic phonons are mainly pop-
ulated through subsequent phonon-phonon scattering until the system is fully thermalized.
Through this, even phonon-phonon interactions may have an e�ect on carrier relaxation
in solids, like in Halide Perovskite nanocrystals. Here, a bottleneck in phonon-phonon
scattering is known to slow down carrier cooling [11]. In order to obtain the carrier re-

- + - +

-+-+

- + - +

-+-+

e-

Figure 1.1: Lattice distortions as induced by an additional electron or charge defect
in materials with ion cores of opposite charge or polar semiconductors. Coulomb
interaction leads to an attractive or repulsive force between electron and positive and
negative ion cores, respectively. This reorganization of the lattice can be described
in terms of (optical) phonons and therefore illustrates the coupling between electronic
degrees of freedom and phonons, the vibrational modes of the crystal lattice. This
coupling also leads to new Eigenstates of the system which comprise electronic and
vibrational excitations, so called polarons.

laxation characteristics that are desired for novel devices, the suitable choice of materials
with advantageous parameters such as phonon energies and electron-phonon scattering
e�ciency, the Fröhlich coupling constant, provide a good basis. Yet, more control over
the interaction between vibrational and electronic excitations becomes accessible through
nanostructuring materials. Considering an initial electronic state, ψi(k⃗), with momentum
k⃗ and energy Ei that is scattered into another electronic state, ψf (k⃗− q⃗), with momentum
k⃗− q⃗ and energy Ef , while emitting an phonon, ϕphonon(q⃗), with momentum q⃗.

ψi(k⃗)←→ ψf (k⃗ − q⃗) + ϕphonon(q⃗) (1.1)

Ei = Ef + ℏω(q⃗) (1.2)

Here, ω(q⃗) denotes the frequency of the phonon. An e�ective way to reduce the likelihood
such electron-phonon scattering events is to reduce the amount of �nal states ψf (k⃗−q⃗) that
ful�ll energy and momentum conservation for phonon scattering processes. (equations 1.1
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and 1.2). This can be achieved through nanostructuring the material, by reducing the
size of a material down to the order of its Bohr radius in one or several dimensions. The
resulting quantization leads to a discrete level structure along the quantized directions,
e�ectively reducing the density of states (DOS) compared to bulk materials, where the
periodic structure leads to a quasi continuous spectrum for both, electronic and vibra-
tional states as indicated in �gure 1.2.
Common approaches for the production of such low dimensional materials include the

EC

EV

EC

EV

Figure 1.2: Phonon-assisted electron (solid dot) cooling in a band-like level structure
(left) and a discrete level structure (right). EC and EV denote the energies of the
conduction and valence band, respectively. In the continuous density of states (DOS),
phonons (red arrow) can e�ectively couple states within the same band and allow for
rapid thermalization, while phonon assisted cooling is inhibited for a discrete DOS
with energy spacings much larger than the phonon energy. The hole is depicted as an
empty dot.

growth of interfacial layers or self-assembled quantum dots using molecular beam epi-
taxy and lithographic techniques which o�er excellent control but are hard to scale and
therefore expensive. This work focuses on intraband relaxation in colloidal semiconductor
quantum dots instead, which are promising due to the relative simplicity, cost-e�ciency
and potential scale-ability of their production. In short, crystalites are grown from a
supersaturated precursor solution, where the particle size can be determined through
growth time, which is controlled by temperature [13]. Afterwards, ligands can be added
for surface passivation. The quantization along all directions leads to a fully discrete
level structure for the electronic states, where the band-gap and intra band level spacings
increase with decreasing particle size is decreased [14].
However, the electronic density of states is not the only physical property that is altered
in point-like particles like colloidal quantum dots, which makes these systems also very
interesting from a fundamental perspective. Firstly, the large surface to volume ratio also
enhances the in�uence of surface e�ects and ligands. The close vicinity due to localization
and the wavepacket nature of carriers leads to exciton formation and greatly enhances the
likelihood of Auger processes [15]. The resulting consequences for intraband relaxation
are very apparent in the well studied CdSe quantum dot system. Here, phonon-mediated
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1 Introduction

intraband relaxation is in fact several orders of magnitude slower [16, 17] than the rates
typically found in bulk materials [12], as had been predicted for materials with energy
gaps on the order of ten LO phonon energies [18, 19]. Yet, the timescales found for intra-
band relaxation of electrons found in these systems still occurs on time-scales as fast as
100 femtoseconds [20, 21]. Obviously, (multi-) phonon-mediated processes cannot be the
dominant decay channel for electron cooling in these systems. Instead, Auger scattering
between electrons and holes was found to allow for rapid electron thermalization through
energy transfer from the conduction band to the valence band [22, 23]. In order to obtain
a system featuring slow intraband relaxation, not only phonon mediated processes, but
also this Auger channel needs to be suppressed. This can be done by either using n-doped
particles, removing the hole [17], or spatially separating electrons and holes thus elimi-
nating spatial overlap. This can be achieved by using type II hetero-structured core-shell
quantum dots [16], as illustrated in �gure 1.2.
In addition to Auger coupling, the wavepacket nature of the carriers a�ects intraband

CBcore

VBcore

CBshell

VBshell

Type I Type II

CBcore

VBcore

CBshell

VBshell

Figure 1.3: Illustration of heterostructures in core shell quantum dots. CBcore/shell

and VBcore/shell denote the energetically lowest state in the conduction band and the
energetically highest state in the valence band of the bulk material of the core, or
shell, respectively. These structures can be regarded as a regular colloidal quantum
dot, the core, which is surrounded by an additional semiconductor layer with di�erent
energies for highest occupied state and the lowest unoccupied state. The resulting box-
like potential can be used to localize charge carriers in the core, or shell to enhance
or reduce surface e�ects and even spatially separate electrons and holes. In type I
heterostructures both, the electron and hole wavefunctions are localized in the core,
while the holes are localized in the shell in type II con�guration. Exemplary material
combinations for type I are CdSe (core) CdS (shell) and CdSe (core) CdTe (shell) for
type II [24].

relaxation by enabling non-adiabatic coupling to phonons and / or ligands [25, 26]. How-
ever, the mechanisms which underlie intraband cooling are not universal for all quantum
dot systems. In contrast to CdSe, where e�ective Auger coupling between electrons and
holes dominate intraband relaxation, electrons and holes seem to relax largely indepen-
dent in PbSe quantum dots [27, 28]. Consequently, the relevant mechanisms need to be
characterized for each quantum dot system in order to allow for control over carrier cool-
ing.
In this work, carrier relaxation in colloidal mercury telluride (HgTe) nanoparticles is in-
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vestigated. These particles are of special interest as they can span the entire infrared
range [4, 5] by varying the particle size, thus being a potential more readily available
replacement for conventional infrared alloys, which need to be produced through molec-
ular beam epitaxy. Despite rapid progresses in the development on devices based on
HgTe quantum dots [29, 30, 31, 32], only the time-scales for carrier recombination are
reported in the literature [33, 34]. First, the much faster intraband dynamics in HgTe
MIR quantum dots are investigated in di�erent excitation regimes using two color, opti-
cal/infrared pump infrared probe spectroscopy. Additionally, the band-edge dynamics in
these particles are studied using 2D infrared spectroscopy. This method allows to ignore
the spectral inhomogeneity in size distribution which is intrinsic to the growth method
of colloidal quantum dots as described above. This paves the way towards access of �ne
structure and couplings between states even in an inhomogenous quantum dot ensemble
on femtosecond timescales as opposed to single dot spectroscopy using high numerical
aperture lenses, which usually does not allow for ultrafast pump-probe experiments due
to low photon counts.

The second part of this thesis addresses the low frequency modes of unnatural aminoacids
when incorporated into proteins and their interplay with conformational changes of the
latter. In contrast to nanoparticles, where the coupling between high energy electronic
excitations to vibrational modes accounts for an undesired stochastic loss of energy for
photovoltaic applications, a proteins function can often be attributed to the coupling be-
tween coordinated collective motions and energetically higher states. This coupling works
in both directions, from high to low energy, like conformational change following an elec-
tronic excitation upon absorption of a visible photon of the retinal protein rhodopsin [35],
which enables human eyesight. The other direction of energy redistribution from low to
high frequency excitations can be observed in enzymatic reactions [1].
Each protein consists of a subset 20 unique amino acids which are linked together into
a polypeptide chain, also called the primary structure. In aqueous solution this peptide
chain folds into α−helices and β− sheets the so-called secondary structure and uniquely
de�nes three dimensional arrangement of the protein, the tertiary structure. This means,
that already this sequence of amino-acids contains the complete information on the func-
tionality of a protein. Recent breakthroughs even allow the estimation of tertiary struc-
tures from primary structures with reasonable accuracy using arti�cial intelligence [36].
Still, the functionality of proteins in the sense of macromolecular machines is usually tied
to non-equilibrium processes [37, 38], which can only be obtained from time-resolved ex-
periments so far. Performing such experiments is not only challenging due to the fragile
nature of proteins compared to other samples, i.e. solids or smaller molecules and typically
scarce amounts of sample, but also due to the requirements regarding the experiment itself.
Spatially resolved dynamics need to be captured on sub-picosecond timescales, ideally in
aqueous solution phase, which is the natural environment of proteins. X-ray crystallogra-
phy has been extensively used to study protein structures but requires crystallization of
the protein, which is not possible for all proteins. Additionally, the proteins tertiary struc-
ture and its dynamics may be inhibited or altered in crystalline form. Nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (NMR) on the other hand can provide structural information in
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1 Introduction

solution, but is not fast enough to capture solvent �uctuations or quick backbone mo-
tions. Another very powerful method is Multidimensional infrared spectroscopy, which
can provide the required time-scales and can also be used on proteins in aqueous solution.
However, it cannot provide structural information, as the assignment of vibrational bands
is completely ambiguous in proteins [39], a consequence of the identical 20 building blocks
and the reoccurring peptide bond. To overcome this problem, an amino acid at a position
of interest within a protein, such as an active site, can be exchanged by an unnatural
amino acid (UAA) featuring a distinct vibrational mode outside the vibrational bands
of the protein and solvent used. This way, the introduced vibrational mode then acts
as an observer of the local electric �eld, protein structure or solvent exposure [40, 41].
There are several factors that need to be considered for the choice of a suitable UAA. Of
course, it needs to perturb the protein structure as little as possible from its native form.
At the same time, a strong dipole transition moment is desired to allow for non-linear
experiments at concentrations in the few mMol range. Additional requirements are a long
vibrational lifetime in order to observe slow protein motions and a line-shape that can be
easily understood.
In this thesis, the protein Calmodulin (CaM), a Ca2+ sensitive second messenger protein,
labeled with p-azidophenylaline (AzF) was used as a model system for mid-infrared pump-
probe spectroscopy. AzF has a comparatively large dipole moment, facilitating spectro-
scopic measurements. AzF incorporated into CaM had also previously been demonstrated
to be able to distinguish di�erent protein conformations through FTIR spectroscopy [7],
which motivates these experiments further. As a downside, a Fermi resonance within the
azido group complicates the linear spectrum [42] and is expected to drastically decrease
the lifetime of the vibrational excitation of the azido stretching vibration.
Here, the goal is to explore the capabilities of AzF as a vibrational label beyond the linear
response of the azido stretching vibration in di�erent protein conformations. This is fur-
ther motivated by potential insight into dynamics of the molecular couplings involved in
the Fermi resonance, thus gaining more insight into the composition of the linear spectrum
and how it reacts to conformational changes.
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spectroscopy

Δ
T

Detector

Sample

Ti:Sa
Regen

Probe

Pump

OPA2

OPA1

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of an infrared pump probe experiment. A Ti:Sa regener-
ative ampli�er (Ti:Sa regen) drives two optical parametric ampli�ers (OPAs), for the
generation of pump and probe, respectively. This allows to use di�erent frequencies
for excitation and probing of the sample. The time delay between pump and probe,
∆T , is controlled by a mirror pair mounted on a motorized translation stage in the
beam path of the pump pulse. Pump and probe are then overlapped in the sample.
The transmitted probe pulse is sent onto a detector, often a combination of an imaging
monochromator and a liquid nitrogen cooled detector array.

The response time of photo sensors limits the temporal resolution of real time detection
to several hundreds of picoseconds. In order to observe dynamics on shorter time-scales,
so-called pump probe experiments are necessary. Here, the sample is �rst excited by a an
optical excitation pulse, called the pump. After a well de�ned time-delay, the absorption
spectrum is captured by another optical pulse, the so-called probe, this is schematically
shown in �gure 2.1. The full dynamics are then unraveled by scanning through the
time-interval between excitation and detection pulse. In in such a scheme, the temporal
resolution is no longer governed by the detector read-out time, but the duration of the
pump- and probe-pulses, enabling access to dynamics on the order of tens of femtoseconds
using commercially available Ti:Sa laser sources, which are the bread and butter of non-
linear optical spectroscopy. Such regenerative ampli�er laser-systems are based on chirped
pulse ampli�cation (CPA) [43], which was awarded the physics Nobel prize in 2018. CPA
allows for femtosecond pulses with pulse energies in the millijoule range, su�cient to
e�ciently drive parametric ampli�cation. Which, in turn, allows for a virtually gap free
spectral tunability of femtosecond pulses covering the visible [44] to mid-infrared [45]
spectral range, using only a single laser source. This thesis employs this technology to
study ultra-fast dynamics in the mid-infrared spectral range, the principles and theory of
which is explained in the following section.
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2 Multidimensional infrared spectroscopy

2.1 Theoretical description

The theoretical foundation of ultrafast spectroscopy is the perturbative expansion of the
density matrix, which is well described in the textbook by Shaul Mukamel [46]. This
section gives a brief summary of this approach.
First, the macroscopic polarization, P(t), is described using the density matrix, ρ̂(t), and
the dipole operator, V̂,

P(t) = ⟨ρ̂(t) · V̂⟩ . (2.1)

Here, ⟨...⟩ :=
∑

n ⟨n| ... |n⟩, denotes the trace for any basis set of the Hilbert space of the
system {|n⟩}. This way, the temporal evolution of the polarization can be described in
terms of the Liouville equation [46]:

∂tρ = −
i

ℏ

[
Ĥ, ρ̂

]
(2.2)

≡ − i
ℏ
L̂ρ̂. (2.3)

Ĥ denotes the Hamiltonian, L̂ is the Liouville (super-) operator, which acts on operators
Ô de�ned on the Hilbert space of the system. It is de�ned as L̂ := [Ĥ, Ô]. The light
matter interaction is treated in dipole approximation as a time dependent perturbation:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 − E(t) · V̂ (2.4)

Here, Ĥ denotes the Hamiltonian, Ĥ0 the unperturbed Hamiltonian, E(t) is the electric
�eld and V̂ is the dipole operator. This splitting of time-dependent and time-independent
contributions allows the use of the interaction picture and a series expansion of the density
matrix in orders of the electric �eld. After a lengthy derivation, the polarization can be
expressed as:

P (t) = ⟨V̂ρ̂(−∞)⟩+
∞∑
n=1

P (n)(t) (2.5)

P (n)(t) =

(
i

ℏ

)n

·
∫ ∞

0

dtn...

∫ ∞

0

dt1E(t− tn)...E(t− tn − ...− t1) · R(n)(tn, ..., t1) (2.6)

R(n)(tn, ..., t1) = ⟨V̂Ĝ(tn)V̂Ĝ(tn−1)V̂ ...Ĝ(t1)V̂ρ(−∞)⟩ (2.7)

Here, V̂ is the Liouville dipole operator. It is de�ned as VÔ := [V̂, Ô], for operators
de�ned on the Hilbert space of the system, Ô. R(n)(tn, ..., t1) is the nth order non-linear
response function and Ĝ(t) denotes the Liouville (forward) time-propagator:

Ĝ(t) = Θ(t) · exp[− i
ℏ
L̂0(t))]. (2.8)
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2.1 Theoretical description

L̂0Ô := [Ĥ0, Ô] is the Liouville operator of the unperturbed system, Θ(t) is the Heaviside
step function.
In equation 2.5 The zero-order term, ⟨Vρ̂(−∞)⟩, denotes the static polarization of the
sample, the �rst order term describes linear propagation and absorption. As the second
order term vanishes in centro symmetric materials, the third order term, P (3)(t), usually
gives rise to the largest contribution in non-linear spectroscopies:

P (3)(t) =

(
i

ℏ

)3

·
∫ ∞

0

dt3

∫ ∞

0

dt2

∫ ∞

0

dt1E(t− t3) · E(t− t3 − t2) · E(t− t3 − t2 − t1)×

× R(3)(t3, t2, t1) (2.9)

R(3)(t3, t2, t1) = ⟨V̂Ĝ(t3)V̂Ĝ(t2)V̂Ĝ(t1)V̂ρ(−∞)⟩ (2.10)

The integrals can be understood as the superposition of the response function for all possi-
ble combinations of the interaction times, ti, weighted with their respective �eld strength.
The third-order response function, R(3)(t3, t2, t1), can be understood in the following way:
Starting from the right-hand side, the system is �rst in the unperturbed state, ρ̂(−∞).
The �rst light interaction creates a dipole excitation, via the Liouville dipole operator
V̂ . The time propagator Ĝ(t1) then evolves the system for the time-interval t1, the time
between the �rst two light interactions, when the second dipole excitation occurs, the
system is then again propagated by Ĝ(t2) and so forth. At last, a photon is emitted via
the the Hilbert space dipole operator, V̂, which is then observed by the detector.

2.1.1 Double sided Feynman diagrams

𝜏2𝜏1 t

Figure 2.2: Pulse sequence used for the discussion of the third order non-linear re-
sponse function. τ1 (τ2) is the time interval between pulse 1 and 2 (2 and 3).

The general expression for the third order non-linear polarization (equation 2.1) can often
be simpli�ed, by making several reasonable approximations. First, a pulse sequence of
three pulses as shown in �gure 2.2 is examined. Only the case for non-overlapping pulses
is considered, allowing a clear ordering of the interactions connected to the individual
pulses. For time-delays where pulses do overlap (τi = 0), this approximation breaks

9



2 Multidimensional infrared spectroscopy

down, leading to additional contributions in the response function. This is the so-called
coherent artifact, which cannot be easily interpreted. It is also assumed that each pulse
interacts exactly once, a scenario which can be enforced by considering photon momentum
in the experimental design.
For laser pulses that are a lot shorter than the dynamics in the sample, the pulse envelopes
can be approximated as delta distribution, thus trivializing the integrals. This is also
called the semi-impulsive limit. Equation 2.1 then simpli�es to:

P (3)(t) =

(
i

ℏ

)3

· ⟨V̂Ĝ(t)V̂Ĝ(τ2)V̂Ĝ(τ1)V̂ρ(−∞)⟩ (2.11)

Also taking into account that the electric �eld irradiated by this polarization is interfering
with the probe-pulse, also referred to as self heterodyned detection, it can be shown that
the spectrally resolved absorption change, ∆A(ω), in the sample is proportional to the
Fourier transform of third-order response function [47]:

∆A(ω) ∝ (−1) · FT
{
⟨V̂Ĝ(t)V̂Ĝ(τ2)V̂Ĝ(τ1)V̂ρ(−∞)⟩

}
(2.12)

Herein, an expression for the measured quantity, ∆A(ω), depending on the experimental
parameters τ1 and τ2 is found. While this expression is much simpler than equation 2.1,
the commutator, which is hidden in the Liouville dipole operator, V̂ makes the evaluation
tedious. Conveniently, these nested commutators can be decomposed using graphic rep-
resentations of di�erent quantum pathways for elements of the dipole matrix, so-called
double sided Feynman diagrams. Exemplary, the response function for the Feynman di-
agram shown in �gure 2.3 is constructed.
In these diagrams, time runs from bottom to top. Initially, the system is in the ground

>
>

>

>

>

>
>

>

>

>

0
1

1

2

1

0
0

1

1

1
t

𝜏2

𝜏1

𝒢(t)=exp(-iℒ0t/ℏ-𝛤t)

exp[-i(𝜀1-𝜀0)𝜏1/ℏ]·exp[-𝛤10𝜏1]

exp[-i(𝜀2-𝜀1)t/ℏ]·exp[-𝛤21t]

exp[-𝛤11𝜏2]

+k1

+k3

-k2

Figure 2.3: Construction of the third order response function using double sided
Feynman diagrams. Time intervals, in which the time propagator Ĝ(ti) has to be
evaluated are highlighted in gray. The eigenvalues of the time propagator are displayed
on the right hand side. The contributions marked as red only appear after dephasing
has been introduced.

state, |0⟩ ⟨0|. Following equation 2.12, the interaction with the �rst pulse immediately
creates a coherence |1⟩ ⟨0|, indicated by an arrow. The system is then propagated for τ1,
creating a phase of exp[− i

ℏ(ϵ1 − ϵ0)τ1] according to equation 2.8. Now, the second dipole
interaction excites the system into the population state |1⟩ ⟨1| this state is propagated for
τ2, which in this picture does not evolve in time. Finally, the interaction with the third
pulse creates the coherence |2⟩ ⟨1|. The last propagator creates the phase exp[− i

ℏ(ϵ2−ϵ1)t].
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2.1 Theoretical description

There are several 'rules' for the evaluation of double sided Feynman diagrams:

� As a result of the commutator in V̂ , the overall sign of the response function is
(−1)n, where n is the number of dipole interactions on the right hand side of the
diagram.

� For all non-zero contributions to the response function, the last state always has to
be a population state due to the trace in equation 2.12.

� For resonant conditions, an arrow pointing towards the diagram corresponds to
absorption, pointing away from it stands for emission of a photon. This is called
the rotating wave approximation.

� Arrows pointing to the right (left) carry the momentum +k⃗1,2,3 (−k⃗1,2,3) of the
respective electric �eld. The momentum of the emitted �eld, k⃗s, is k⃗s = ±k⃗1±k⃗2±k⃗3
with the signs corresponding to the diagram. This property can be used to isolate
speci�c quantum paths: In con�gurations, where pump and probe are not parallel,
only diagrams where the pump wave-vectors have opposite signs will contribute to
the detected response and the emitted third order polarization co-propagates the
probe pulse, which is then heterodyning the signal.

To construct the entire response of a system, all possible quantum pathways have to be
taken into account and added. Figure 2.4 shows all contributing Feynman diagrams for
a two-level system within the rotating wave approximation. Also shown are the more
intuitive level-scheme representations for the isolated pathways.

A B Cground-state bleach stimulated emission induced absorption
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Figure 2.4: Feynman diagrams in the rotating wave approximation and level schemes
for a two level system. A: Ground-state bleach. The depletion of ground state popu-
lation creates a negative transient absorption feature. B: Stimulated emission is often
spectrally indistinguishable from ground state bleach, but is a distinct process. C:
The population of state |1⟩ allows for absorption at the |1⟩ to |2⟩ transition, which
does not absorb in the ground state, thus creating a net positive absorption feature at
ω = ϵ2−ϵ1

ℏ . This is referred to as induced absorption.
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2 Multidimensional infrared spectroscopy

Dephasing

So far, the time propagator introduced in equation 2.8 only creates a phase term for
coherent superpositions and consequently, neither coherences nor population states decay.
Which, in turn, causes in�nitely long transient signals and in�nitely sharp absorption lines.
To obtain more reasonable results, dephasing can be added in an ad hoc fashion by using
a damped time propagator, Ĝdamped(t):

Ĝdamped(t) = Θ(t) · exp
[
− i
ℏ
L̂0(t)− Γ(t)

]
. (2.13)

The response function for the diagram shown in �gure 2.3 then reads:

R(3)(t) = (−1) · |µ10|2|µ21|2×exp
[
−i/ℏ · (ϵ1 − ϵ0) · τ1 − Γ|1⟩⟨0| · τ1

]
×exp

[
−Γ|1⟩⟨1| · τ2

]
×exp

[
−i/ℏ · (ϵ2 − ϵ1) · t− Γ|2⟩⟨1| · t

]
(2.14)

In a pump-probe experiment, the �rst two interactions originate from the same pump
pulse, τ1 = 0. According to equation 2.12 this quantum pathway then creates an positive
absorbance change with a Lorentzian line-shape, which corresponds to the life-time of
the |2⟩ ⟨1| coherence. The signal decays with the life-time of the |1⟩ ⟨1| population state,
which often allows the interpretation of pump-probe signatures as population dynamics.

∆A(ω, τ2) ∝ (−1) · |µ10|2|µ21|2
Γ|2⟩⟨1|

(ω − ω|2⟩⟨1|)2 + Γ2
|2⟩⟨1|

· e
− τ2

Γ|1⟩⟨1| (2.15)

It should be noted, that the simplistic treatment of dephasing does not conserve popula-
tion, i.e. ⟨ρ̂⟩ ≠ 1. This especially manifests in the ground state bleach diagrams, where a
decay of the signal has to be introduced by force, as the ground state cannot be repopu-
lated. More realistic simulation strategies for the time propagator Ĝ(t) can be found in
the textbook by Peter Hamm and Martin Zanni [47].

2.2 2-dimensional optical spectroscopy

In pump-probe spectroscopy, only a single pump pulse is used which, in turn, interacts
twice with the sample. This means, all phase information during the time between the
�rst and second �eld interaction, τ1, is lost in the third order non-linear response (equa-
tion 2.12). In 2-dimensional optical spectroscopy, this quantity is explored using the more
sophisticated pulse pattern shown in �gure 2.2. Inspired by NMR pulse sequences, 2d
spectroscopy was �rst demonstrated on the Amide I band in peptides [48] in the near-
infrared. Since then, the �eld evolved rapidly. Concepts to allow phase- stability for
optical frequencies in the visible [49, 50] and advanced pulse sequences have been estab-
lished [51, 52]. Even advances towards 3-dimensional spectroscopy, a 5th order technique
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2.2 2-dimensional optical spectroscopy
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Figure 2.5: 2d correlation maps for the illustration of di�erent phenomena in opti-
cal 2d spectroscopy. Horizontal and vertical dashed lines correspond to ω1 and ω2,
respectively. Blue depicts negative transient absorption, red denotes an increase in
absorption.

correlating 3 frequencies at di�erent times, have been made [53, 54].
The underlying principle of 2 dimensional spectroscopy is best explored using Feynman
diagrams. The response for the Feynman diagram shown in �gure 2.3 has already been
presented in equation 2.14. By performing a Fourier transform along τ1, a second fre-
quency axis added, corresponding to the excitation frequency ωexc. According to equation
2.12, the transient absorption connected to this quantum pathway then reads:

∆A(ωexc, ωdet, τ2) ∝ −
Γ|1⟩⟨0|

(ωexc − ω|1⟩⟨0|)2 + Γ2
|1⟩⟨0|

·
Γ|2⟩⟨1|

(ωdet − ω|2⟩⟨1|)2 + Γ2
|2⟩⟨1|

· e
− τ2

Γ|1⟩⟨1| (2.16)

This spectral representation of the optical response allows to directly correlate the ex-
citation frequency and the absorption frequency ωdet, which is experimentally resolved
using a spectrometer. The delay between pulse 2 and 3, τ2, is called the population-, or
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2 Multidimensional infrared spectroscopy

waiting-time.
The additional frequency axis, where the frequency resolution is governed by the nat-
ural linewidth of the system, allows to follow the response of speci�c transitions, as if
they were selectively excited using a narrow-band pump pulse. Thus, 2d spectroscopy
can achieve high spectral selectivity, without compromising temporal resolution by using
narrow-band pulses, as is the case with pump probe spectroscopy. This makes 2d spec-
troscopy exceptionally useful for samples exhibiting large inhomogeneous broadening [55],
interconverting species [56] or rapidly �uctuating (solvent) environments [57].
To illustrate how di�erent e�ects manifest in 2d-spectroscopy, several exemplary correla-
tion maps are displayed in �gure 2.5. Usually none of the e�ects shown appear solitarily
and di�erent overlapping contributions may complicate the interpretation of 2d spectra.
A: In the absence of induced absorption, uncoupled transitions result in an entirely diag-
onal 2d correlation map (excitation frequency, ωexc, = detection frequency, ωdet). These
diagonal negative absorption features are caused by ground-state bleach (GSB) and stim-
ulated emission (SE). In the panels B-E, only the e�ects additional to the diagonal GSB
and SE features are discussed. B: If electronic transitions share a state, o�-diagonal
bleach features are observed. In the case of a shared upper level, this is caused by state
�lling of the upper level (only for Fermions) and stimulated emission. For shared lower
levels, this results from ground state bleach due to de-population of the lower level. C:
Decay channels, where population from the upper level gets de-populated into another
state, the diagonal peak will shift to the transition frequency of the relaxed state, as
waiting time increases. D: Induced absorption features appear as positive, o�-diagonal
absorption features. In contrast to regular pump-probe spectroscopy, they can also be
observed, if they overlap with the ground state absorption of another transition, as shown
in this example. E: Coupled transitions, where the excitation of one transition alters the
frequency of another transition, as is the case with excitonic excitations in semiconductor
quantum dots [58], cause these characteristic o�-diagonal features. As the frequency of
the second transition gets shifted, the absorbance at its initial frequency will decrease,
while a new absorbing feature will arise at the new frequency. Here, ∆E = E1+E2−E1,2

denotes the energy di�erence between individually exciting states 1 and 2 and simulta-
neously exciting them. F: 2d spectroscopy is a powerful tool to study inhomogeneous
broadening. As the bleach signal of each system is located on the diagonal, the line-shape
along the diagonal represents the inhomogeneous distribution. The cut perpendicular to
it allows to access to homogeneous linewidth , thus being able to resolve spectral features
that would be inaccessible by pump probe spectroscopy [59]. It should be noted, that
if the inhomogeneity of the sample is not static, as for solvent e�ects in molecules, the
depicted line-shape is only valid for a vanishing waiting time, τ2, [60]. Line-shape theory
for inhomogeneously broadened systems at non-zero waiting time can be found in the
textbook by Peter Hamm and Martin Zanni [47].
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Figure 2.6: Simpli�ed layout of the experimental setup. Abbreviations used: BS -
beam stop, MCT - mercury cadmium telluride, ref - reference beam, tcoh - coherence
time, tpop - population time.

2.3 Experimental setup

The setup is conceptually the same as a regular pump-probe setup with an additional
Mach-Zehnder interferometer with one movable arm in the pump beam. This allows the
creation of a pulse pair with variable delay, tcoh, at the cost of 50% of the intensity. The
layout of the 2d setup is shown in �gure 2.6. It is based on the pump-probe geometry
design originally published by Helbing and Hamm [61]. A commercial Ti:Sa regenerative
ampli�er1 provides 150µJ pulses to two home-built optical parametric ampli�ers [45].
These provide close to transform limited pulses tunable from 1.2µm to 10.0µm with a
spectral width2 of 300 cm−1 and pulse energies larger than 1.5µJ by either directly using
signal or idler, or the di�erence frequency of the latter. The re�exes from both surfaces of
a BaF2 wedge are used as probe and reference beam. This reference beam co-propagates
the probe beam at a vertical o�set and its spectrum is recorded on a separate pixel
array behind the monochromator. This allows the use of normalized spectra that are
independent from shot-to-shot intensity �uctuations for data processing. The pump pulse
is split into a pulse pair using the output of one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer,
consisting of two broadband 50:50 beamsplitters, where a motorized stage controls the
coherence time, τ1. A chopper in the other arm of the interferometer allows the subtraction
the interference term between the two pump pulses from the correlation map. Note, that
in contrast to regular pump probe spectroscopy neither the ground state absorption, nor
signal contributions where both of the �rst two dipole interactions arise from a single
pulse need subtraction using a chopper. In fact, all static contributions will be removed
by the Fourier transform along τ1, which acts as a spectral �lter removing all terms which

1Spectra Physics Spit�re Ace: 90 fs, 3 kHz , 1.4mJ, 800± 5 nm
2Full width at half maximum
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2 Multidimensional infrared spectroscopy

are constant with respect to τ1. The pulse pair is then sent onto another delay line
that controls the population time, τ2. The re�ex from a CaF2 wedge is sent to a MCT
detector to track the interferometric auto correlation of the pump pair. This deviates
from Helbing's design [61], where the coherence time is binned using a co-propagating
HeNe laser in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This is also an improvement over the
use of a pyroelectric detector in the unused arm of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, as
suggested by Helbing [61], as this approach picks up a phase shift due to slight deviations
in the used beam-splitters, making data analysis more complicated. The majority is then
sent into a telescope consisting of o�-axis parabolic mirrors focusing pump and probe into
a single spot within the liquid sample cell. The transmitted pump is then blocked, while
the probe is focused into the entrance slit of an imaging monochromator. In addition to
the IR pulse pair, the sample can be pumped using the 800 nm pulses and its second and
third harmonic, not shown in �gure 2.6, which also allows for transient 2d experiments.
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3 Semiconductor Nano-crystals

3.1 Introduction

Colloidal semiconductor nano-crystals (NCs), or more generally, semiconductor quantum-
dots (QDs) are structures that are on the order of or smaller than the Bohr radius of the
respective material in all dimensions. An e�ective synthesis route for stable colloidal
clusters was �rst achieved for CdSe and other Cadmium compound ligand-capped col-
loidal NCs via liquid phase crystal growth [62]. The relative simplicity of this approach
and its prospect of industrial scale production drove the further development of NCs for
applications like solar energy beyond the Shockley-Queisser limit [63, 64], bio-imaging
[65, 66] and lasing [67, 68]. State of the art NC solar cell concepts are based on beating
the Shockley-Queisser limit [2] by minimizing heat losses by either extracting hot carriers
[10, 11], or creating multiple electron hole pairs upon single photon absorption [69, 70].
The spatial con�nement in three dimensions leads to a particle in a box like potential for
electrons and holes in colloidal quantum dots. This manifests in discrete level structure
for both, valence and conduction band. Additionally, the energy of the lowest excitation
increases compared to the bulk material. Moreover, the close vicinity of the con�ned elec-
tron and hole states leads to increased Coulomb interaction. This leads to the formation
of hydrogen-like bound electron hole states, so-called excitons. For spherical particles with
radius, R, the resulting energy increment for the band-gap state, ∆Egap can be estimated
as [14]:

∆Egap ≈
ℏ2π2

2R2
·
(

1

me

+
1

mh

)
− αe2

R
. (3.1)

The �rst term denotes the kinetic contribution, also called localization energy, scaling as
R−2. me andmh denote the e�ective masses of electron and hole, respectively. The second
term denotes the attractive Coulomb interaction between electron and hole. It depends
on the materials dielectric properties, which are summarized as a material parameter α
here. This term is also called the exciton binding energy. According to equation 3.1,
the band-gap and by that, absorption and luminescence wavelength can be controlled
via the macroscopic particle radius. By this, the distribution of particle sizes is leads
to inhomogeneous line-broadening. Another important e�ect in quantum dots is the
formation of multi-excitons, which can form a bound state leading to an reduction in
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3 Semiconductor Nano-crystals

energy compared to two individual excitons due to correlation e�ects and screening [58, 71]

EXX = 2 · EX −∆EXX (3.2)

Here, EXX denotes the bi-exciton energy, EX the energy of a single exciton and ∆EXX

is the bi-exciton binding energy.
Figure 3.1 A illustrates to level structure in zero dimensional semiconductors using the
known results for particles in a in�nite box potential of length L. This approximation
neglects the e�ects of multiple nearly degenerate valence bands commonly found near the
band-gap as also shown in Figure 3.1 B. These additional valence bands lead to additional
quantized states in the valence band, especially the degeneracy of light and heavy hole
band will be lifted by the e�ective mass contribution in the localization energy. The
resulting higher density of states in the conduction band of QDs will become important
later, when dynamics are discussed. It should be noted, that the schematic band structure
shown in �gure 3.1 B is derived assuming only rotation symmetry of the material [72] and
is often an oversimpli�cation, as for several materials including HgTe, the material system
studied in this thesis, the ordering of bands is inverted, leading to a negative bulk band-
gap of -0.3 eV [3].

3.2 Carrier dynamics

Intra-band relaxation

Auger processes are inelastic electron-electron scattering processes and are well known
from x-ray photo-emission. Here, one electron-hole pair recombines, transferring its en-
ergy and momentum to a second electron, or hole. In bulk semiconductors, this process
is generally very ine�cient due to momentum conservation, resulting in Auger recombi-
nation times in the micro- to nanosecond regime [74, 75].
With Auger processes playing only a minor role in semiconductors, phonon emission was
initially assumed to be the dominant relaxation pathway for excited electrons in semi-
conductor nanoparticles. Phonon-assisted carrier relaxation had been predicted to be less
e�cient in low dimensional structures in general [18] and being slowed down even fur-
ther by ine�cient high-order multi-phonon processes required to bridge the gaps in the
discrete electron level structures [19]. This led to the assumption of strongly increased
lifetimes for intraband relaxation, the so-called phonon bottleneck. Experimental results
showing sub-picosecond relaxation rates for an energy gap larger than 14 LO phonons in
the conduction band of CdSe nanoparticles [20], then challenged this prediction, suggest-
ing dominant relaxation channels other than phonon emission. Colloidal quantum dots
often extend for less than 10 unit cells per dimension, resulting in a lack of translational
invariance. The resulting relaxed momentum conservation and the enhanced Coulomb
interaction due to the close vicinity of con�ned electrons and holes suggested that the ef-
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Figure 3.1: A: Wave functions for electrons and holes for in�nitely steep con�nement
considering only a single band conduction band (c) and a single valence band (v). The
energy levels are Ei,n = n2 · π2ℏ2

L2·m∗
i
, with the e�ective mass m∗

i of the respective band.
As the e�ective mass of holes is higher than the e�ective mass of electrons in most
materials [72], the level spacing in the valence band is usually tighter than the level
spacing in the conduction band in colloidal quantum dots. If a more realistic band-
structure including spin-orbit coupling as depicted in B is considered, each band will
result in a set of con�ned states as shown above, leading to a much more complicated
level structure. Additionally, the degeneracy between light and heavy holes will be
lifted by the con�nement. While this description is instructive, it completely neglects
the exciton binding energy introduced in equation 3.1. By this, the ordering of states
may change for di�erent particle sizes in the same material system [73], making theo-
retical predictions compulsory for the assignment of (optical) transitions.
B: Simpli�ed band structure of a bulk semiconductor. cb denotes the conduction band,
lh and hh are the light and heavy hole band, respectively. split o� denotes is the split-
o� band separated by the spin orbit coupling energy ∆ESO. Considering spin-orbit
coupling, neither spin S⃗, nor angular momentum L⃗ are good quantum numbers, only
the combined angular momentum J⃗ = S⃗ + L⃗ is conserved. The split o� band carries
a combined angular momentum |J | = 1

2
with possible projections mj = ±1

2
. It is thus

split by the spin orbit coupling energy, ∆ESO, from the light and heavy hole band
which carry a angular momentum of |J | = ±3

2
(mj = ±1

2
for light holes, mj = ±3

2

for heavy holes) [72]. The projections, mj can be useful to determine optically active
transitions via selection rules, as photons carry an angular momentum of 1, allowing
only for transitions with ∆mj ∈ [−1, 1], depending on the polarization. These selec-
tion rules can also be applied to excitonic states using their total angular momentum
as quantum number.
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3 Semiconductor Nano-crystals

A B C

Figure 3.2: Intraband relaxation pathways for excitons in quantum dots. Phonon
assisted relaxation is depicted as wave arrows, relaxation via Coulomb interaction as
straight arrows. A: Phonon assisted relaxation. Typically, this process is much faster
for holes compared to electrons, due to a much higher density of states in the valence
band. B: Auger cooling (electron) and heating (hole). The electron transfers energy
to the hole, which then rapidly decays to the band-gap. C: Multiexciton generation.
A highly excited exciton relaxes to the band gap, transferring its energy to an electron
in the valence band, creating another exciton. Due to energy conservation, this e�ect
can only occur if the initial exciton has an energy of at least twice the band-gap.

�ciency Auger-processes may be strongly enhanced in quantum dots. This was supported
by subsequent investigations in CdSe NCs, where faster transition rates were observed
with decreasing particle size [21]. These experimentally observed Auger-rates were then
con�rmed by calculations later [76], showing intraband Auger lifetimes as short as only
100 fs, several orders of magnitude faster than in bulk semiconductors. The importance of
Auger processes in nanocrystals is further emphasized as they were also found to govern
the recombination times for multi particle excitations [76, 77, 78] as depicted in �gure 3.3.
It should be noted, that shorter lifetimes with decreasing particle size are not universally
tied to Auger processes. In a more complex wavepacket model for phonons an increasing
electron energy loss rate due phonon emission was also found for decreasing radii [25].
However, this is much less e�cient than Auger processes [25]. In fact, great e�orts, such
as the spatial separation of electron and hole wave functions [16] need to be made to
suppress Auger processes, in order to observe other intraband relaxation channels. The
role of ligands in intraband relaxation is still under debate, there is experimental evidence
for energy transfer from the electronic system into ligand modes [79, 80] but the exact
mechanism is still under debate [81, 26].
Figure 3.2 shows fundamental intraband cooling processes. A shows the individual phonon
or ligand assisted cooling of electron and hole. As discussed above, this process is very
ine�cient for electrons. For holes however, this e�ect is more e�cient, due to the de-
creased separation of energy levels in the valence band. B shows the Auger cooling of
the electron, transferring its energy to the hole, which then relaxes to the band gap via
energy dissipation through phonons or ligands. This appears to be the dominant relax-
ation channel for electron in CdSe nanoparticles [20, 76, 23]. C shows the so-called multi
exciton generation (MEG). Here, a highly excited electron relaxes to the band-gap state,
while transferring its excess energy to an electron in the valence band, promoting it to
the conduction band. This e�ect happens on sub 100 fs timescales and was �rst observed
upon non-resonant photo-excitation of PbSe Qds [69] and described theoretically soon
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3.2 Carrier dynamics

after [82]. Of course, this e�ect has to comply energy conservation, meaning the photon
has to carry at least twice the band-gap energy. However, an MEG is usually only ob-
served experimentally for photon energies at least three times the band gap. This means,
it is inherent to any quantum dot system, with the exception that the band gap might
exceed a third of the materials work function in some cases. It is thus most accessible
for particles with a band-gap in the infrared, and also was observed using photo-current
measurements in HgTe quantum dots[34].
This e�ect has drawn a lot of attention, as the photon energy beyond the gap is not lost
in heat, as in conventional silicon solar cells, but is converted into additional harnessable
electron hole pairs. Thus allowing for the construction of solar cells beyond the Shockley
Queisser limit [2]. The quantum yield for this process and its energy onset is usually
discussed as a matter of competing energy relaxation channels and their respective prob-
ability [83, 84, 85] leading to concepts of increasing the MEG quantum yield by exploiting
a bottleneck in phonon cooling in perovskite nanocrystals [70].

Interband relaxation

The band-edge dynamics in colloidal QDs are well understood and can be described by a
multi-exponential model, each time constant representing a distinct multi-exciton species
[77]. In this model, multi-excitons recombine via Auger scattering. This recombination
happens on much faster time-scales than the recombination time of a single exciton, which
is on the order of, or slower than, several hundred of picoseconds. It was also shown, that
the multiparticle lifetime should decrease with each additional electron hole pair that is
excited [78]. Exemplary interband dynamics for HgTe quantum dots at di�erent �uences
and a schematic view of the recombination processes are shown in �gure 3.3. In the low
�uence regime (black curve), the dynamics are well described by a single exponential
with a time constant larger than 500 ps for the systems studied here. This single-exciton
lifetime is governed by direct recombination via photon emission, depicted in B and
the coupling to (surface-) trap states. With increasing �uence, multi-photon absorption
processes become more likely. This manifests in the formation of multi-excitons. For
multi-excitons, not only direct recombination but also Auger processes have to be taken
into account. These processes are schematically shown in C. Here, one electron hole pair
recombines, transferring its energy and momentum to the remaining hole, which then
relaxes back to the band gap via phonon emission, e�ectively reducing the bi-exciton
to a single exciton, which then undergoes direct recombination (B). Due to the relaxed
momentum conservation and high density of states in the valence band, these processes
occur with timescales of tens of picoseconds and thus are the dominant recombination
channel for multi-excitons as opposed to radiative recombination of electron hole pairs.
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Figure 3.3: Band-gap (2.5 µm) bleach signal of thiol capped HgTe nanocrystals for
di�erent pump pulse energies for resonant excitation (A) and dominant decay channels
for excitons (B) and bi-excitons (C). To emphasize the di�erences in early dynamics,
the time traces have been re-normalized to have matching long-lived exponential tails
after 150 ps.

3.3 HgTe Quantum dots

For high performance infrared photo-detectors, the band-gap of the alloy must be chosen
wisely, as small band-gaps translate to higher thermal occupation translating to larger
dark currents. Larger band-gap materials on the other hand, insensitive to longer wave-
lengths. Most detectors are therefore based on Indium Gallium Arsenide (InxGa1−xAs)
for short wavelength infrared or Mercury Cadmium Tellurium (Hg1−xCdxTe) alloys for
longer wavelengths, as the band-gap can be tuned by attenuation of the Cadmium, or
Gallium fraction, respectively. [86, 87].
However, these alloys need to be grown epitaxially, a method that is di�cult to scale
and, therefore, very expensive. Colloidal quantum dots, which can be spectrally tuned by
controlling their size and the promise of possible large scale production via crystal growth
in the liquid phase are therefore suitable candidates for next generation infrared materials
[88]. As they do not restrict the spectrum towards long wavelengths, especially materials
with a negative bulk band-gap, such as HgTe [3], are of great interest for this application.
Following equation (3.1), the spectral frontier towards the far infrared is only limited by
the largest particle size that can be reliably synthesized in such materials. First thiol-
capped HgTe nanoparticles exhibited absorption and �uorescence in the near infrared [89].
During the last decade, advanced synthesis methods continuously extended the accessi-
ble spectral range [90, 4], spanning the entire infrared range with particles more than a
100 nm in diameter featuring band-gaps as low as 5THz [5]. Simultaneously, prototypes
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3.4 Results: carrier relaxation in HgTe MIR nano-crystals

for MIR photo-sensors based on HgTe QDs were developed [91]. Using HgTe QD based
detectors, benchmarks comparable to commercially available conventional photo-sensors
were reported for the near and mid infrared spectral region [92, 31], showing the potential
of these devices. Still, improvements in sensitivity [93, 29], response time [94], read-out
time [95], stability at ambient conditions [96] and �eld of view [97] are constantly made.
Apart from applications in photo-sensors, HgTe particles exhibit a surprisingly low lasing
threshold for mid-gap transitions [98] and multi-exciton generation for excitation in the
visible range was observed [34], suggesting possible applications in novel solar cells.
Driven by these technological advances, the fundamental physical properties of HgTe Qds
were studied. Likely, the most important are the scaling of particle band gap and �uo-
rescence with diameter [99, 4] and the corresponding level structure [100, 4, 101]. Also,
the band-gap dynamics in HgTe particles have been studied extensively. These include
exciton and bi-exciton lifetimes [102] as well as their size dependence and the e�ect of
particle aggregation [33] as well as the photo-current response in the MEG regime [34]

3.4 Results: carrier relaxation in HgTe MIR

nano-crystals

Aside fundamental scienti�c interest, intra-band relaxation dynamics in quantum dots
are of major technological relevance including the yield of advanced solar cells based on
processes like multi-exciton generation [84, 103], hot carrier extraction [11, 104] as well as
the de-population of the pumped transition in lasing applications [105, 67]. Despite the
technological advances involving HgTe QDs mentioned in section 3.3, all time-resolved
studies on MIR HgTe quantum dots have been aimed at multi-exciton dynamics at the
band-gap [102, 34, 33], leaving the intra-band relaxation mechanism, which occurs during
the �rst ten picoseconds completely concealed. Here, carrier relaxation in HgTe quantum
dots was studied using ultrafast MIR spectroscopy at a temporal resolution of 150 fs in
di�erent excitation regimes for both photon energy and excitation density. The results
of which are concluded in the following manuscript. These measurements reveal an ex-
tremely uniform intraband relaxation behavior, where the dissipation of energy from the
electronic system occurs at a rate independent of the initially excited state and number
of excited electron hole pairs. As these results precede their computational counterpart, a
rigorous interpretation of the underlying mechanism is largely impossible. The timescales
provided here lay the foundation to gauge future computational models for the intraband
relaxation in HgTe QDs . However, comparison to other quantum dot systems allows
for mechanistic insight regarding intraband relaxation in MIR HgTe quantum dots. In
brief, the observed ultrafast cooling times contradict coupling to vibrational modes as
main relaxation pathway for electrons in the conduction band and suggest Auger cooling
instead, which had been introduced in section 3.2, while the uniform hole cooling might be
explained by non-adiabatic coupling to ligand modes [26, 106]. In addition these observa-
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tions regarding intraband dynamics, sub-picosecond time-scales for carrier multiplication
in these particles are found.
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Femtosecond pump–probe spectroscopy reveals ultrafast carrier dynamics in mid-infrared (MIR) colloidal

HgTe nanoparticles with a bandgap of 2.5 µm. We observe intraband relaxation processes after photo-

excitation ranging from resonant excitation up to the multi-exciton generation (MEG) regime by identify-

ing initially excited states from atomic effective pseudopotential calculations. Our study elucidates the

earliest dynamics below 10 ps in this technologically relevant material. With increasing photon energy, we

find carrier relaxation times as long as 2.1 ps in the MEG regime close to the ionization threshold of

the particles. For all photon energies, we extract a constant mean carrier energy dissipation rate of

0.36 eV ps−1 from which we infer negligible impact of the density of states on carrier cooling.

Introduction

Intraband cooling is of fundamental interest for technological
applications of semiconductors, a process that is most impor-
tant for light harvesting as well as light-amplification and
sensing applications. For instance, slow intraband relaxation
may allow the realization of highly efficient solar cells through
harnessing of hot carriers1,2 or the utilization of carrier
multiplication.3–5 The opposite limit is desirable for lasing
applications, i.e. for optimal pumping efficiencies. Compared
to bulk materials, the dominant carrier relaxation channels
and relaxation rates are heavily altered in colloidal quantum
dots for several reasons. First, a discrete level structure with
spacings of several LO phonon energies makes phonon-
mediated relaxation processes significantly less efficient.6 At
the same time, the wave packet nature and close vicinity of car-

riers enhance Auger scattering, a good overview of which can
be found in a recent review.7 A larger surface to volume ratio
also enhances surface effects and the influence of ligands.8–11

Yet, the resulting relaxation pathways are by no means univer-
sal for all quantum dot systems. This observation becomes
very clear when comparing the well described quantum dot
systems CdSe and PbSe. In CdSe quantum dots, electrons in
the conduction band transfer their energy almost instan-
taneously (sub 100 fs) to hole states in the valence band. This
is known as Auger cooling (of the electron) or Auger heating
(of the hole).12,13 Hole states then relax through phonon and/
or ligand mediated processes. In PbSe quantum dots on the
other hand, both, electrons and holes, seem to independently
relax in a ladder hopping manner through ligand or phonon
assisted processes.14–16

In contrast to these well described quantum dot systems,
the dynamics during the first 10 picoseconds after photo-exci-
tation are largely unknown in MIR HgTe quantum dots, while
the slower band edge dynamics are well understood.17,18 The
possibility of tuning their band-gap through the entire infrared
down to the Terahertz spectral range by varying the size of the
crystallites19–21 makes these particles very promising for tech-
nological applications such as infrared sensing22–27 and
emission.27–29 MEG has been demonstrated in these
particles as well,18 meaning that a photon of sufficient energy
may efficiently excite several electron hole pairs upon
being absorbed, as also observed in other quantum dot
systems.3,5,30

Here, we report the early dynamics in MIR HgTe quantum
dots with a band-gap of 2.5 µm using ultrafast visible/infrared
pump–probe spectroscopy. We observe the early state filling
dynamics of the energetically lowest exciton state upon non-
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resonant excitation, which allow assigning timescales for intra-
band carrier relaxation mechanisms in different excitation
regimes. By varying pump wavelengths from 2.4 µm up to
400 nm, we gain insight into the exciton cooling process from
the lowest optical excitation up to the highly non-resonant
MEG regime, where a single photon may excite up to four elec-
tron hole pairs in HgTe quantum dots.18

Experimental

Our infrared pump–probe setup consists of two indepen-
dently tunable optical parametric amplifiers31 (OPAs) for
pump and probe pulses. Additionally, the 800 nm radiation
of the Ti : Sa regenerative amplifier (Spitfire Ace, Spectra
Physics, 800 nm, 90 fs, 1.7 mJ, 3 kHz) and its second harmo-
nic (400 nm) were used to excite the sample at these wave-
lengths. For all measurements, the probe at 2.5 µm was gen-
erated using the idler of one OPA, which is in resonance with
the optical bandgap of the nanoparticles. Depending on the
excitation wavelength the idler (2 µm, 2.4 µm) or signal
(1.2 µm) of the second OPA were used to excite the sample at
infrared wavelengths. The power of all beams was controlled
by a combination of polarizers and waveplates. To keep the
fluence low, while still achieving reasonable photon counts
on the detector, the sample was mounted outside the focal
plane, where the spot size is approximately 1 mm in dia-
meter (FWHM). A peristaltic pump (Cole Parmer Masterflex)
and a flow-cell (Harrick Scientific, 1 mm thick CaF2
windows, 2 mm sample thickness) was used to provide fresh
sample for each consecutive shot. Spectra were resolved
using an imaging monochromator (Triax 180, Horiba) in
combination with a nitrogen cooled 2× 32 MCT pixel array
(Infrared Associates).

Synthesis

The dodecanethiol-capped particles were synthesized following
Keuleyan et al.20 and dispersed in toluene. Additional details
can be found in a more recent publication29 with a deviating
temperature of 90° instead of 60° and a growth time of
3 minutes.

Theoretical description

The single-particle Schrödinger equation is solved using the
atomistic effective pseudopotential approach32–34 which allows
us to study structures with several thousand atoms, so that we
can model experimentally relevant system sizes. The approach
is based on density functional theory in the local density
approximation (LDA) but includes an empirical correction
applied to the non-local part of the pseudopotential,35 and
which corrects the failure of the LDA to obtain accurate quasi-
particle bandgap states including the effective masses. In the
next step, the excitonic states are obtained using the screened
configuration interaction (CI) approach35,36 where a micro-
scopic screening model has been used in the calculation of the
Coulomb and exchange matrix elements. The structure used in

our calculation is spherical with a diameter of 5.25 nm. It
includes 1253 Hg atoms and 1328 Te atoms using a so-called
aspherical pseudo-hydrogen passivation33 which accurately
represent the case of a fully passivated and defect free surface.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 (panel A) shows an exemplary time trace of the band
edge bleach signal for excitation at 800 nm. The band-edge
dynamics show an initial build-up during the first few pico-
seconds, followed by a fast decay component on the order of
several tens of picoseconds and a slower component decaying
on the order of 100 s of picoseconds. The long-lived com-
ponents of HgTe quantum dots are well known and can be
attributed to exciton recombination in the 100 s of pico-
seconds to nanoseconds and Auger decay auf bi-excitons on
the order of tens of picoseconds.17 The signal grows in much
more slowly than our temporal resolution of ≲150 fs and can
therefore attributed to a delayed arrival of carriers at the
bandgap as a consequence of the non-resonant excitation. To
obtain a quantitative description of this data, we employ a
rate-equation model as depicted in Fig. 1 (panel B, see ESI†
for details). Only a single cooling time for the carrier relaxation
to the bandgap is considered here, as the bandgap dynamics
do not allow for distinction between electron and hole intra-
band cooling. The bandgap relaxation is modelled using the
commonly employed bi-exponential approach37,38 to account
for the above mentioned Auger decay of multi-excitons. The
number of electron hole-pairs at the band-gap, N0(t ), can then
be described by:

N0ðtÞ ¼ 1
2

1þ erf
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lnð2Þp � t
IRF

 ! !
Ni;eð0Þτe
τc � τe

e�
t
τc � e�

t
τe

� ��

þ Ni;b 0ð Þτb
τc � τb

e�
t
τc � e�

t
τb

� ��
:

ð1Þ

Here, Ni,e(0) and Ni,b(0) denote the number of initially
excited electron hole pairs in particles with a single exciton
only and particles with two excitons, respectively. τe, τb and τc,
denote the exciton recombination time, the bi-exciton recom-
bination time and the intraband cooling time. The first term
in Eqn (1) accounts for the finite width of the instrument
response where erf denotes the Gaussian error function and
IRF denotes the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
instrument response function. All pump and probe pulses are
close to transform limited with a pulse duration of 100 fs
(FWHM), which results in a signal rise time (10%-to-90%) of
≤150 fs. IRF was therefore fixed to 150 fs so as not to overpara-
meterize the fit.

Eqn (1) was used to simultaneously fit data for different
excitation densities and wavelengths. For this global fit, the
exciton and bi-exciton lifetime parameters, τe and τb, were
shared across this large data set and only the amplitudes,
Ni,e(0) and Ni,b(0), and the intraband cooling time, τc, vary
between different time traces. An exemplary fitted time trace is
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also shown in Fig. 1 (panel A, red curve), demonstrating that
the data can be adequately modelled using only 3 time-con-
stants covering both, the initial rise and the long-lived inter-
band recombination. We obtain τE = 623 ± 150 ps and τB = 31 ±
10 ps for the exciton recombination and biexciton Auger relax-
ation times. These lifetimes have already been reported for
HgTe NCs with a similar bandgap.17 Our findings for the bi-
exciton lifetime are identical within the margins of error.
However, we find 5 times shorter exciton lifetimes, which may
be caused by differences in synthesis and ligands used.

We now discuss the influence of the excitation wavelength
on the band edge dynamics. Fig. 2 shows time traces for exci-
tations at 2.4 µm, 2.0 µm, 1.2 µm, 800 nm and 400 nm. The
excitation densities for the data shown correspond to less than
0.2 photons absorbed per quantum dot on average, meaning
these measurements are not distorted by multi-photon pro-
cesses (details of the excitation density analysis can be found
in the ESI†). All time traces have been normalized to their
peak signal for easier comparability.

Fig. 1 (A) Exemplary band-gap bleach signal at a probe wavelength of 2.5 µm for excitation at 800 nm with 50 nJ pulse energy (black) along with a
fit of the two-step model (red) as depicted in (B). Early, sub-10 picosecond dynamics can be mainly attributed to filling of the lowest excitonic state.
(B) Illustration of the two-step decay model used for data analysis. At t = 0 an electron–hole-pair, |ei,hi> is created by laser excitation. This state then
relaxes to the optical bandgap |e0,h0> with the exciton cooling time, τc. The exciton recombination time is denoted by τe. This model does not treat
electron and hole cooling times individually, as only the population of |e0,h0> is accessible using our experimental method. (C) Calculated exciton
(X) and bi-exciton (XX) spectra and schematic carrier dynamics in the MEG regime and associated experimentally obtained time-scales. Energy is dis-
played in units of the band-gap, Eg. After photo-excitation a bi-exciton is created through MEG. This hot bi-exciton then relaxes to the energetically
lowest bi-exciton state through intraband cooling, which can be observed as the rising edge in (A). This bi-excitonic state then undergoes inverse
Auger-recombination on a 30 picosecond time-scale. The lifetime of the remaining exciton is roughly 600 ps.

Fig. 2 Exemplary bleach signal at the band-gap of 0.5 eV (2.5 µm) for
low excitation density (solid lines) and fits according to eqn (1) (dotted
lines) for different pump wavelengths: 2.4 µm (red), 2.0 µm (orange),
1.2 µm (yellow), 800 nm (green) and 400 nm (blue). For 400 nm and
800 nm excitation, the long-lived dynamics are governed by multi-exci-
tons generated through MEG.
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For 2.4 µm, 2.0 µm and 1.2 µm the long-lived dynamics are
well described by a single exponential decay with a lifetime of
623 ± 150 ps, shown as dotted lines. For 800 nm and 400 nm
excitation, the photon energy exceeds the MEG threshold.18

Consequently, the long-lived dynamics are governed by multi-
excitons. These are no longer well described by a single expo-
nential decay due to Auger recombination of multi-excitons as
can be clearly seen in the inset. Apart from carrier multipli-
cation, the excitation wavelength does not affect carrier
dynamics past 5 ps after excitation in our data. This means
that all intraband relaxation occurs within this time window.
By comparing the early dynamics, a trend of longer rise times
with higher photon energy can be observed. This trend can be
expected because the carriers need to bridge increasingly
larger energy differences between photon energy and particle
band-gap. We also note that the nearly instantaneous rise of
the bleach signal for resonant excitation at 2.4 µm within 111
± 43 fs is faster than the instrument response function and
therefore confirms a temporal resolution of ≲150 fs.

Fig. 3 shows the cooling time as a function of excitation
density for all excitation wavelengths. For better comparison
we normalize the fluence with respect to signal saturation (see
ESI† for details). Below the MEG onset (for 2.4 µm, 2.0 µm
and 1.2 µm excitation wavelength), Poissionian statistics can
be employed to calculate the mean exciton number per
quantum dot, ⟨N〉, for which a direct correspondence to the
normalized fluence, F/F0, is found in the linear regime as
detailed in the ESI.† We do not observe a dependence of intra-
band cooling time on excitation density. I.e. a ratio of F/F0 =
0.5 corresponds to 25% of excited particles being doubly
excited. Yet, no significant change in the cooling time is appar-
ent within our experimental precision. Consequently, multi-
particle scattering appears to play only a minor role in intra-
band relaxation in these quantum dots as also reported for
much larger THz-gap HgTe crystallites.39

In the following discussion, the mean value of the cooling
times for each excitation wavelength in Fig. 3 is used as a more

precise value. Here, the inverse uncertainty of the fit results
(error bars in Fig. 3) has been used to calculate the weighted
average. The uncertainties correspond to the standard devi-
ation of the fit results for the cooling time. These values are
summarized in Table 1. The top left panel of Fig. 4 shows the
relation between photon energy and cooling time. This repre-
sentation also reflects the increase of cooling time with higher
photon energy as already apparent in the time traces in Fig. 2.
Moreover, the increment of cooling time compared to photon
energy appears to stagnate past 1200 nm excitation wavelength,
suggesting much higher energy dissipation rates for 800 nm
and 400 nm excitation. However, these wavelengths lie in the
MEG regime, resulting in the generation of more than a single
exciton from a single photon. The initial intraband cooling
process is complete within less than 5 ps regardless of exci-
tation wavelength (cf. Fig. 2) while Auger recombination of
multi-excitons requires several tens of picoseconds. This
means that the electronic configuration after intraband
cooling consists of several excitons in the MEG regime.

Given these different band-gap states for the different exci-
tation regimes, we subtract the energy of the corresponding
lowest (multi-) exciton energy from the photon energy in order
to obtain a meaningful comparison for the energy dissipation
during intraband cooling. Following results from photocon-
ductivity measurements of HgTe quantum dots,18 we subtract
the lowest bi-exciton energy, EXX, for 800 nm excitation and the
energy of the lowest quadruple exciton, EXXXX, for 400 nm exci-
tation. Our approach is illustrated in the top left panel of
Fig. 4 by arrows that correspond to the energy of the respective
(multi-)excitons. The grey data points then correspond to the
excess of absorbed photon energy that is dissipated
during intraband cooling. This representation of our data
reveals an essentially linear relationship between dissipated
energy and cooling time with a mean energy dissipation rate
0.36 eV ps−1. Individual cooling times and energy
dissipation rates for all excitation wavelengths are summarized
in Table 1.

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the single particle energy spectrum
obtained from the pseudopotential calculations and the
corresponding absorption spectrum. These calculations allow
assigning the most probable electron and hole states after
photo-excitation with 2.4 µm, 2.0 µm and 1.2 µm, shown as
arrows in the level scheme. Most importantly, excitation at

Fig. 3 Exciton cooling time as a function of excitation fluence for
different wavelengths: 2.4 µm (red), 2.0 µm (orange), 1.2 µm (yellow),
800 nm (green) and 400 nm (blue). The dotted lines correspond to the
weighted average for each excitation wavelength (also see Table 1).

Table 1 Cooling times, tcool, and energy dissipation rates, kdiss

λexc (nm) tcool (fs) kdiss (eV ps−1)

2400 (111) (±43) —
2000 314 ± 136 0.39 ± 0.17
1200 1438 ± 141 0.37 ± 0.04
800 1552 ± 212 0.36 ± 0.05
400 2092 ± 152 0.34 ± 0.02

For 800 nm and 400 nm carrier multiplication was considered in the
calculation of the excess energy. The rates for the resonant excitation
at 2.4 µm are governed by the instrument response function.
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2.0 µm creates only hot holes, allowing quantification of the
2Sh-to-1Sh relaxation time of 314 ± 136 fs, which is comparable
to the rates found in CdSe NCs with similar 2sh–1sh energy
spacings40 and roughly one order of magnitude faster than in
PbSe quantum dots with comparable hole energy spacing.41

Excitation at 1.2 µm excites both, hot electrons and holes. Yet,
the energy dissipation rates are identical within the margin of
error for both excitations. We would like to note that our
measurements are blind to the cooling rate associated to any
states outside the band-gap, such as long-lived (surface)trap
states as we do not measure depopulation of the hot state but
population of the cold state. This means that these energy dis-
sipation rates represent lower limits.

Several conclusions can be drawn from these observations.
Most striking is the almost universal energy dissipation rate

independent of the initially excited state and hence, the
density of states. By comparing the theoretically assigned
initial states for excitation at 2.0 µm and 1.2 µm (as indicated
in the right-hand side of Fig. 4), the presence of an excitation
in the conduction band does not seem to influence the
cooling rate of the system. This suggests mainly two options
for intraband carrier relaxation. Firstly, the cooling rate in the
conduction band could be identical to the cooling rate in the
valence band. This seems unlikely given the large difference of
level spacings in the conduction and valence bands, and much
slower electron intraband relaxation times reported for doped
MIR HgSe quantum dots in the range of tens to hundreds of
picoseconds9 and intraband lifetimes of more than 4 pico-
seconds reported for self-doped Terahertz-gap HgTe nano-
particles with roughly ten-fold smaller intraband gaps.39

Fig. 4 Top left. Exciton cooling times as a function of photon energy. Colored data points represent mean values for the respective
excitation wavelength, error bars correspond to the standard deviation of all measured cooling times in the linear regime. Arrows indicate the
energy corresponding to the energetically lowest exciton (EX), bi-exciton (EXX) and quad-exciton (EXXXX). This assignment of exciton multiplicity to
photon energies is based recent results on MEG in HgTe NCs.18 Subtracting the (multi-) exciton energies from the photon energies accordingly (grey
symbols), reveals a linear relation between cooling time and energy to be dissipated from the electronic system at a rate of 0.36 eV ps−1, indepen-
dent of excitation wavelength or density of states. Bottom left. Calculated absorption spectrum and experimental spectra for pump and probe
pulses. The calculated spectrum has been shifted by +33 meV to match the experimental bandgap. Right. Calculated level scheme and optical
transitions.
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Instead, these findings strongly point to Auger cooling as the
dominant decay channel for conduction band relaxation in
HgTe quantum dots, similar to CdSe quantum dots12,13 where
the process is well understood: electrons rapidly transfer
energy to holes in the valence band through Auger coupling.
The hole subsequently relaxes back to the band-gap by dissi-
pating energy to phonons and/or ligands. Assuming Auger
cooling to be much quicker than the relaxation of the hole, the
overall energy dissipation rate would be equal to the dissipa-
tion rate of holes alone, which would explain the observation
of similar energy dissipation rates for 2.0 µm and 1.2 µm exci-
tation. In this scenario, electron intraband cooling via an
Auger mechanism in HgTe quantum dots might be substan-
tially slowed down by spatial separation of electrons and holes
in heterostructured core–shell quantum dots.8

This still leaves the question of a universal hole cooling rate
unanswered, as the higher density of states for hole excitations
larger than 0.1 eV (see Fig. 4, right hand side) should lead to
more efficient energy dissipation through coupling to phonons
and, consequently, larger cooling rates for higher photon ener-
gies. This is clearly not what we observe, not even in the MEG
regime close to the ionization threshold of the particles. A
possible explanation could be nonadiabatic coupling of states
as already discussed in carrier relaxation for CdSe and PbSe
quantum dots11,41 where it was argued that the transition rate
for two states is scaling with the inverse of their energy
spacing.11,40 Such a scaling law would explain the observed
constant energy loss rate independent of excitation energy.

Confirmation of this proposed mechanism requires further
experiments. These could include similar experiments on MIR
HgTe quantum dots of various sizes which will give insight
into the influence of intraband energy level spacings and local-
ization effects on carrier cooling. The Auger cooling processes
could be addressed by using type II heterostructured quantum
dots. Here, spatial separation of electrons and holes should
slow down carrier cooling in the picture that we propose.8

Further information on the role of ligands in carrier cooling
can be accessed by ligand exchange studies or the use of type I
core shell particles.

The cooling time found for 800 nm excitation also imposes
an upper limit for the MEG process in MIR HgTe quantum
dots which is at most 1.5 ps. Taking intraband-cooling into
account as well, the process is likely much quicker than our
temporal resolution of ≲150 fs. By estimating a mean carrier
cooling time on the order of 1.4 ps after inverse Auger-recom-
bination at an excess energy of one band-gap (see Fig. 4, exci-
tation at 1.2 µm), a time-scale for electron–electron scattering
during inverse Auger-recombination of 30 ps is retrieved in
these particles. The time-scales obtained for the electron–elec-
tron interactions match theoretical calculations for inverse
Auger-recombination and MEG in PbSe quantum dots42 where
the mismatch between the ultrafast sub-100 fs Auger process
during MEG and inverse Auger recombination was attributed
to the differences in the density of final states. If this reason-
ing also holds for HgTe quantum dots will have to be
addressed in future theoretical studies.

Conclusion

We investigated the intraband relaxation in thiol-capped mid-
infrared HgTe QDs by ultrafast infrared spectroscopy. This
relaxation occurs with time constants of less than 2.1 ps inde-
pendent of excitation wavelength and excitation density
(within the linear regime) and without an apparent bottleneck
process for carrier cooling. We identify the decay constant for
the 2Sh-to-1Sh transition as 314 ± 136 fs. During intraband
relaxation, the energy dissipation from the electronic system in
MIR HgTe quantum dots is constant up to excitation energies
close to the work function of HgTe which includes the MEG
regime. A mean energy dissipation rate of 0.36 eV ps−1 indi-
cates only a minor influence of the density of states on intra-
band cooling. These observations imply either identical
cooling rates for electrons and holes or rapid energy transfer
from electrons to holes through Auger cooling/heating as
found in CdSe quantum dots. The latter cooling mechanism
seems more likely given the much slower intraband cooling
times reported for electrons in HgSe9 and THz HgTe39

quantum dots. While these findings can be brought to agree-
ment with already existing concepts reminiscent of the carrier
relaxation mechanisms found in CdSe quantum dots, further
experiments are required to identify the underlying processes.
Such mechanistic insight will ultimately allow for tailoring
intraband dynamics in MIR quantum dots by either enhancing
or suppressing relaxation pathways through e.g. heterostructur-
ing8 and/or choice of ligands and particle size. Furthermore,
negligible fluence dependence on the cooling rates suggests
that multiparticle scattering processes play only a minor role
in carrier cooling which is consistent with a very recent report
of intraband dynamics in THz HgTe quantum dots.39 This con-
clusion is further supported by the unaltered cooling rate
found for excitations in the MEG regime.
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3.5 Results and perspective: 2D spectroscopy of MIR QDs

3.5 Results and perspective: 2D spectroscopy of MIR

QDs

The localization energy in quantum dots inherently ties the size distribution of a quan-
tum dot ensemble to an inhomogeneous line broadening (see equation 3.1). The ability
to largely ignore static inhomogeneous broadening [59] thus makes two-dimensional spec-
troscopy an incredibly valuable tool to examine quantum dot systems on a �ne-structure
level otherwise concealed by size inhomogeneity [107]. In the following section, �rst 2D
spectra of HgTe QDs, which have been recorded during this thesis, are presented and
discussed.
Figure 3.4 shows 2D spectra for thiol capped HgTe nanoparticles dissolved in tetra-
chloroethylene at population times of 5 ps, 25 ps and 100 ps. In the bottom left panel, the
2D correlation maps for the population times of 5 ps, 100 ps and -100 ps were integrated
along the excitation axis to obtain the corresponding pump probe spectra. Also shown is
the static FTIR absorption spectrum and the spectrum of the fs IR pulse.
As there are no comparable spectra or theory available in the literature, the plausibility
of these spectra needs discussion. As an initial check, the noise, also shown in �gure 3.5
in these spectra is evaluated. Its main component is the interference between the two
pump pulses, which gives rise to a purely diagonal signal that can be removed by employ-
ing a di�erent chopping scheme in future experiments. By comparison of the integrated
signals in the bottom left panel of �gure 3.4, it is evident, that the signals at positive
waiting times are larger than the noise level and decay as the population time increases,
con�rming the observation of a transient decay. To also exclude systematic errors such
as contributions from windows or the solvent, the pump probe spectrum is constructed
from the FTIR spectrum. In the absence of induced absorption features, only ground
state bleach and induced absorption need be considered. Since they resemble the neg-
ative ground state absorption the FTIR spectrum can be scaled with the square of the
pulse spectrum as a reasonable approximation. This is also shown in grey in the bottom
left panel. The integrated spectra for both 5 ps and 100 ps waiting time clearly resemble
this feature, assuring the spectra can be attributed to the HgTe particles.
At �rst glance, it can be seen that the homogeneous linewidth is smaller than the ensem-
ble linewidth. Consequently, there is signi�cant line broadening due to size distribution
cloaking �ne structure features, which, in an ensemble, can only be observed using 2d
spectroscopy or micro photo luminescence (micro PL). However, micro PL only reveals
the inhomogenous broadening of the �uorescent states and requires an additional dedi-
cated setup involving expensive infrared confocal microscopes.
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Figure 3.4: 2D spectra of HgTe QDs with a band-gap of 4900 cm−1 at population
times of 5 ps 25 ps and 100 ps. The bottom left panel shows the 2D signal integrated
along the excitation axis for population times of 5 ps 100 ps and -100 ps, where the
signal for -100 ps resembles an estimate for the noise level (top). On the bottom half
of the bottom left panel, the FTIR spectrum of the nanoparticles along with the pulse
spectrum used in the 2D experiment is shown. Also shown is the FTIR spectrum after
multiplying it with the squared pulse intensity, giving a measure for the expected
2D signal. A (4830 cm−1) and B (4940 cm−1) denote the two most distinct spectral
features in the integrated signal.

For all waiting times, two prominent spectral features, labeled A (4830 cm−1) and B

(4940 cm−1) are observed on the diagonal of the spectra. These coincide with the two
pronounced features in the FTIR spectrum, which is in agreement with reports of neg-
ligible photo-luminescence shifts in HgTe QDs [90, 108]. Their respective o�-diagonal
features are symmetric, indicating a shared state (see �gure 2.5), which is most appar-
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3.5 Results and perspective: 2D spectroscopy of MIR QDs

ent at a waiting time of 25 ps. They have common a homogeneous linewidth of 70 cm−1

(FWHM)1 and a inhomogeneous linewidth of 100 cm−1 (FWHM)2, revealing signi�cant
inhomogenous broadening due to size distribution. Their separation is only 110 cm−1, or
13.6meV, respectively. Thus, a shared state in the conduction band is more likely for
these excitations, as the conduction band level spacings for similar systems are typically
several 100meV with a twofold degenerate state at the band gap [100, 101]. The observed
energy di�erence is in reasonable agreement with the predicted energy di�erence between
the two lowest valence states in similar systems [100]. However, intra band relaxation,
as discussed in sections 3.4 and 3.2, should lead to a sub 100 fs relaxation from state B
should state A in that case, resulting in a strong o�-diagonal feature, which is absent in
these spectra. Thus, the assignment of state B being the lowest excitonic state and A

being a mid gap state involving the sulfur atom from the thiol group of the ligand, which
can have radiative lifetimes in the µs range [98] seems more reasonable. As the energy
splitting is roughly half the thermal energy at room temperature, also the static absorp-
tion connected with such a gap state is plausible.In this picture, the additional diagonal
feature at a frequency of B (4720 cm−1) could also be assigned to another mid-gap state,
which is hidden by the �ank of the combination band in the FTIR spectrum.
As only spectra for three waiting times are available, no timescales or oscillatory be-
havior of spectral features can be discussed. Yet, these snapshots represent important
regimes during band-gap relaxation. As bi-exciton decay in these systems occurs on 30
ps timescales (also see �gure 3.3), the correlation map for a waiting time of 5 ps should
have bi-exciton contributions, while bi-excitons should have completely decayed by 100 ps.
The complete absence of induced absorption features connected to bi-excitons may be con-
fusing at �rst, but have been demonstrated to be only observable during the �rst few 100 fs
in an inhomogeneous ensemble of CdSe quantum dots [55].
Moreover, all intra band relaxation processes should have been long completed by 5 ps (see
section 3.4), yet no cross peaks are apparent in this spectrum, meaning that the probed
state is already the lowest electronic excitation. Only a small asymmetry in the 100 ps
correlation map hints towards the possibility of weak population transfer from state B to
state A.
An extended spectral range for the correlation map at 25 ps alongside the correlation map
at -100 ps and the extended FTIR spectrum of the sample are shown in �gure 3.5. The
o� diagonal feature in �gure 3.5 is exemplarily shown for a waiting time of 25 ps, where it
is most prominent. This may be a hint towards direct energy transfer between excitonic
states and ligand or solvent modes. The slight red shift of this feature compared to the
states A and B could be explained by the bi-exciton shift. In this picture one exciton
recombines and transfers its energy to the combination band. Similar Auger-like energy
transfer to ligands has already been observed both, theoretically and experimentally for
CdSe QDs [109]. This interpretation would be also be consistent with the absence of the
cross-peak at a waiting time of 100 ps, where all biexcitons should have long decayed
(compare �gure 3.3). Yet this has to be treated very cautiously due to the overall quality

1Extracted from a cut parallel to the excitation axis and re-scaled by dividing by
√
2, accordingly.

2Obtained from Gaussian �ts of the respective FTIR features a a shared width. Also shown in �gure
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of data especially since this feature is only covered by the �ank of the fs pulse.
In summary, the capability to record 2d spectra for HgTe QD samples was demonstrated.
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Figure 3.5: Top FTIR spectrum of thiol capped HgTe QDs dissolved in a mixture
of TCE and toluene. Also shown if the spectrum of the fs IR pulse and Gaussian �ts
for the lowest QD excitation. Extended spectral range for the correlation map at a
waiting time of 25 ps shown in �gure 3.4 the cross-peak at a detection frequency of
4650 cm−1 in resonance with the excitation frequency of the quantum dot states may
indicate direct energy transfer from the electronic system to the combination band
(left). Estimate for the noise level in the 2D correlation maps shown in �gure 3.4,
recorded at a waiting time of -100 ps (right).

First results provide additional insight into the nature of two transitions observed in static
absorption spectra labeled A,B in �gure 3.4. The symmetric o� diagonal features indicate
a shared conduction band state, while the absence of signi�cant population transfer makes
two excitonic states highly improbable. The resulting interpretation is the assignment of
a mid-gap state involving sulfur atoms from the ligand to transition A, a hypothesis that
can be tested using FTIR spectra at cryogenic temperatures in the future. The population
of mid-gap states should vanish for su�ciently low temperatures, and consequently the
respective absorption features, which could be tested through cryogenically cooled FTIR
spectroscopy.
The capability of performing two-dimensional infrared measurements opens up a vast
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3.5 Results and perspective: 2D spectroscopy of MIR QDs

range of future experimental capabilities regarding state-resolved intra-band and bi-exciton
dynamics. First steps include the completion of the above presented data set in terms of
a better sampling of population dynamics and employing a proper chopping scheme, thus
eliminating the main source of noise. This will yield timescales for the individual features
allowing further interpretation and uncovering potential oscillatory features due to quan-
tum coherences. Especially the further investigation of the hint towards direct energy
transfer from the electronic system to ligand modes as indicated in �gure 3.5 may provide
insight into the underlying mechanism, which is still unclear. Additionally, bi-excitonic
shifts may be obtainable from correlation maps at early waiting times, as the respective
induced absorption features are expected to only appear on a sub picosecond time-scale
in inhomogeneous ensembles [55].
On a longer timescale, spectral extension of pump and probe pulses using coherent white
light sources [110] may be implemented to further investigate the dynamics discussed in
section 3.4. This would provide the capability of direct observation of state to state tran-
sitions, making indirect measurements and e�ective cooling rates obligatory.
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4 Time-resolved spectroscopy of

vibrationally labeled proteins

4.1 Introduction

Proteins are the basic building blocks of any biological organism. In the human body,
they provide almost any critical biological function including the contraction of muscles,
oxygen transportation, enzymatic processes in digestion and the immuno response [111].
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Figure 4.1: Formation of a polypeptide from two amino acids, with their respective
side chains R1 and R2, adapted from [112]. Highlighted in red is the amide group,
which interconnects the two amino acids by a peptide bond.

To understand these functions of proteins on a fundamental level, it is necessary to study
their structural dynamics. Each protein is built from a subset of 20 universal amino acids,
which are cast together by peptide bonds as shown in �gure 4.1. More aminoacids can
be added to this polypeptide inde�nitely by consecutive peptide bonding, as this reac-
tion merges two amino acids into a single larger amino acid, forming polypetide chains.
The sequence of a protein's polypeptide chain is encoded in the DNA and already de-
�nes the unique three dimensional structure of the folded protein and hence, its function
[112]. Highlighted in red in �gure 4.1 is the amide group interconnecting the amino acids
building blocks and engages in hydrogen bonds to form the secondary protein structure,
such as α-helices and β-sheets. The vibrational excitations of such amide groups provide
a useful handle to spectroscopically study protein structure, as they directly probe the
inter-atomic potentials at the backbone of the protein. These vibrational bands are known
as the amide bands, which are classi�ed as amide A,B at 3100− 3400 cm−1 attributed to
the NH stretching vibration and amide I-VI at <1700 cm−1 [39]. Especially the amide I
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4.2 Fermi resonances

band at 1600−1700 cm−1 has been of interest for structural investigation, due to its strong
contribution from the C=O stretching vibration, which exerts a large dipole moment and
directly probes the amide oxygen playing a central role in the formation of secondary
structure motifs [48, 39]. Yet, overlapping bands obscure spectral signatures due to the
sheer size of proteins, often consisting of several thousands of atoms. One possibility to
overcome this problem is to introduce a chemical group with a spectrally isolated tran-
sition into the protein, so called vibrational dynamic labels (VDLs). Such a VDL then
acts as a local observer of electric �eld, solvent exposure and changes in protein structure.
Ideally such a probe can be implemented into any position in the protein, without altering
the protein structure or dynamics. As proteins are rarely stable at concentrations in the
few mMol/L range, a high dipole moment and a transition frequency outside the water
absorption are desired to provide reasonable signal to noise ratios in the proteins native
aqueous environment. To this end, several speci�cally designed slightly mutated forms of
proteins with isolated vibrational transitions outside the amide bands and water absorp-
tion have been investigated for their suitability. Such mutations range from minuscule
changes in protein structure, such as replacing a hydrogen atom with a heavier isotope,
resulting in a down shift in frequency due to the increased mass, up to the introduction
of non-naturally occurring amino acids to incorporate cyano, thiocyanate or azide groups
into the protein. The biochemical synthesis of these mutants is beyond the scope of this
thesis and is summarized elsewhere [41]. As there is no ideal VDL, the most suitable label
strongly depends on the application [40, 41]. For instance, isotope labeling results in the
least perturbation of the native protein structure but also provides a minuscule dipole
moment, which makes it unsuitable for nonlinear spectroscopies. The azido group has
the largest dipole moment (up to two orders of magnitude larger compared to deuterium
labels) of the above mentioned vibrational probes, which motivated its pioneering use for
2D spectroscopy of vibrationally labeled proteins [6]. However, it exerts a Fermi resonance
[42] which complicates the interpretation of spectral shifts and accelerates the decay of
vibrational excitation to few picoseconds, obstructing its applications as an observer of
typically much slower protein dynamics [6]. The spectral signature of the cyano and thio-
cyanate groups is not obscured by Fermi resonances, but comes at the cost of 2-5 times
weaker dipole transitions compared to the azide group making nonlinear spectroscopies
extremely challenging, still �rst successful steps towards their application have been made
[113, 114, 115].

4.2 Fermi resonances

Fermi resonances are an important phenomenon in spectroscopy, which is especially true
for VDLs based on the azido stretching mode. They are the result of the mixing of two
almost degenerate states of which exactly one is a dark state, for example a combination
band or overtone in vibrational spectroscopy. This leads to often unexpected and hard
to identify [116] asymmetric line-shapes. As such they can complicate the interpreta-
tion infrared spectra, which motivates approaches such as their circumvention via isotope
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4 Time-resolved spectroscopy of vibrationally labeled proteins

weak coupling strong coupling
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of a Fermi resonance for close energetic vicinity of a dipole
allowed transition (depicted as arrows) and an overtone. In the weak coupling regime,
only the optically active bright state, Ψbright absorbs, while direct excitation of the
overtone Ψdark is symmetry forbidden. If those states are coupled by some coupling
constant Ω, also see the Hamiltonian in equation 4.1, the states are mixed, leading to
dipole allowed transitions into both superposition states Ψ+ and Ψ−, resulting in the
emergence of a second (often unexpected) peak in the spectrum. The same arguments
can be made for the induced absorption feature of the overtone, depicted as grey
arrows.

shifting of the energy separation between the unperturbed states [117]. However, there
also are approaches to utilize the properties of FRs, such as modifying Fermi resonances
by modulation of pressure and temperature to identify underlying physical quantities,
namely the unperturbed energy shift and molecular coupling of the transitions involved
[118]. There also have been reports that FRs may be utilized as tools in order to spectro-
scopically access the hydrogen bonding status through the molecular coupling term [119].
Following [47], Fermi resonances are best understood by considering the following Hamil-
tonian in the basis {Ψ0,Ψdark,Ψbright}, denoting ground state, the optically inactive dark
state and the dipole allowed bright state respectively.

Ĥ =

0 0 0

0 Edark Ω/2

0 Ω/2 Ebright

 (4.1)

Here, Ω describes the (molecular) coupling of dark and bright state. By bringing the
Hamiltonian into its diagonal form, its new Eigenenergies, E±, are found as

E± =
Edark + Ebright

2
± 1

2

√
∆E2 + Ω2. (4.2)

Where, ∆E = Ebright − Edark, is the energy di�erence of the uncoupled states. The
Eigenstates of the coupled system are superpositions of the uncoupled states. This causes
the initially dark state to obtain a optically active contribution to its wavefunction, thus
appearing in the absorption spectrum, leading to an asymmetric line-shape. This can
be explored looking at extremes for the ratio between the coupling strength and energy
separation of the states, Ω

∆E
. For weak coupling and /or large energy separation, Ω

∆E
<< 1,
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4.3 Quantum beats in pump probe spectroscopy

the states are essentially uncoupled and the Eigenfunctions, Ψ± remain largely unchanged:
Ψ+ ≈ Ψbright, Ψ− ≈ Ψdark, meaning only the bright state remains optically active. For
almost degenerate states and / or large molecular couplings, Ω

∆E
>> 1 the Eigenfunctions

are equal superpositions of bright and dark state,:

Ψ± =
1√
2
(Ψbright ±Ψdark) . (4.3)

This also means, both states Ψ± carry the same dipole moment for transitions from or to
the ground state, Ψ0. This means, for coupling strengths on the order of the energy sep-
aration, the mixing of the states grows with rising coupling strength, or declining energy
separation. With stronger mixing of the states, the dipole moment from the bright state
also increasingly transitions to the dark state, typically leading asymmetric line-shapes.
This also makes the spectra of Fermi resonances, especially the relative intensity of the
transitions, very sensitive to changes in energy separation and the coupling of the bright
and dark state.

4.3 Quantum beats in pump probe spectroscopy

If two states can be simultaneously excited within the spectrum of the pump pulse, as
often the case for, but not limited to Fermi resonances, the set of Feynman diagrams
for induced absorption and stimulated emission need to be extended as shown in �gure
4.3. Coherences between these two states, named 1 and 1' in �gure 4.3, then lead to an
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Figure 4.3: Additional Feynman diagrams for densely packed levels in pump probe
experiments. Coherences of states that can be simultaneously excited within the band-
width of the pump pulse lead to an additional oscillatory feature during the population
time.

oscillatory behavior during the population time ,τ2. Following equation 2.15 , the optical
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4 Time-resolved spectroscopy of vibrationally labeled proteins

response for induced absorption then reads

∆A(ω, τ2) ∝ (−1) · µ10µ1′0|µi1|2
Γ|i⟩⟨1|

(ω − ω|i⟩⟨1|)2 + Γ2
|i⟩⟨1|
· cos

(
i

ℏ
· (ϵ1′ − ϵ1)τ2

)
e
− τ2

Γ|1′⟩⟨1|

(4.4)

Here, the index i denotes implicit summation over all overtones. The response functions
tied to the remaining Feynman diagrams will be modulated by a damped cosine term
oscillating at a beating frequency corresponding to the energy separation of the ωbeat =

i/ℏ · (ϵ1′ − ϵ1) accordingly.

In other words, the induced absorption and stimulated emission features are periodically
modulated by this quantum beat, where the frequency corresponds to the energy di�erence
of the states 1 and 1' and the damping term is the dephasing time of the coherence. This
beating mode can also be interpreted as a time-domain Raman mode of the excited state
and can easily be mistaken as bi-exponential decay of the population state in the limit of
long oscillation periods and rapid dephasing times.

4.4 Results: vibrational relaxation and induced

absorption of AzF in Calmodulin complexes

The calcium-sensitive (Ca2+) second messenger protein Calmodulin translates Ca2+ sig-
nals into cellular processes by inhibiting or activating secondary proteins and amino acids
[120]. Upon binding Ca2+ at its four binding sites it undergoes conformational change,
making it more hydrophobic and consequently, more prone to binding to its target proteins
[121]. Among other functions, it plays a major role in muscle contraction and regulates
numerous enzymes [121]. Its relatively high stability and heat resistance [121] make it an
ideal system to study fundamental processes in proteins and for the development of novel
methods, such as the use of di�erent vibrational dynamic labels (VDLs) in FTIR studies
discerning di�erent conformation [122, 7].
The following manuscript concludes the results of measurements on several complexes of
Calmodulin mutants labeled with p-azido-phenylalanine (AzF). The conformation speci-
�city of the spectral signature of AzF had previously been demonstrated for the time-
resolved observation in photo active proteins [8]. Yet, the goal of the time resolved
measurements here is not to follow protein dynamics, but to grasp a better understand-
ing of the interaction of the VDL with its immediate surroundings. To this end, the
vibrational relaxation of the azido stretching vibration at 2120 cm−1 is investigated in
di�erent conformational states, which had already been characterized by FTIR studies [7].
This unveils the conformation speci�c induced absorption spectrum, providing access to
higher excitations of the inter-atomic potential of the VDL. Additionally, the vibrational
relaxation dynamics are interpreted as overdamped quantum beats, which allows for a
more rigorous interpretation of the complex FTIR signature in di�erent protein confor-
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4.4 Results: vibrational relaxation and induced absorption of AzF in Calmodulin complexes

mations, which are governed by a Fermi resonance. Further theoretical and structural
examination of the system are required to obtain underlying physical quantities such as
coupling strength, Ω, or the unperturbed energy separation, ∆E, as introduced in section
4.2. Nonetheless, correlating the linear spectrum and vibrational decay dynamics by using
the duality between time-resolved quantum beats and the static FTIR spectrum greatly
increases the extent to which the spectral signature of the VDL can be interpreted and
understood. This analysis indicates that the di�erences in the spectral signature of the
bright transition alone may be minuscule compared to the changes of the overall line-shape
in-between di�erent protein complexes. This suggests that the Fermi resonance may in-
crease the sensitivity of AzF with respect to changes in its surroundings. Through this,
VDLs exhibiting Fermi resonances might even be advantageous for FTIR applications
despite often being regarded as an undesired complication of the linear spectrum.
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ABSTRACT: We genetically incorporated the unnatural amino 
acid p-azido-phenylalanine (AzF) into the ubiquitous Ca2+ sensor 
protein calmodulin (CaM) in complex with different peptides to 
explore the response of the azido stretching line shape to varying 
binding motifs with femtosecond infrared spectroscopy. The 
dynamic response of the azido stretching mode varies in different 
CaM−peptide complexes. We model these dynamics as coherent 
excitations of Fermi resonances and extract a lifetime of the azido 
stretching vibration of about 1 ps. The resulting model parameters 
are commensurate with the linear infrared absorption lineshapes 
which suggests that the conformation-sensitive vibrational lineshape 
could be composed of Fermi resonances that differ between the 
protein−peptide complexes. 

■ INTRODUCTION incorporation strategy. For instance, SCN-based UAAs excel at 
vibrational lifetimes but have up to 10-fold weaker transition 
moments compared to azido-based UAAs.18 The compara- 
tively large oscillator strength of the azido stretching vibration 

of azido-phenylalanine (AzF) comes at the price of relatively 
short vibrational lifetimes2 and the presence of absorption 
lineshapes composed of a main transition and combination/ 
overtones which arise from so-called Fermi resonances.19 
Unnatural amino acids with chemical groups that exhibit Fermi 

Accessing structural fluctuations and configurational changes 
of proteins in ambient solution is a hallmark of NMR 
spectroscopy. In an analogous fashion, time-resolved vibra- 
tional spectroscopy accesses ambient protein dynamics in 
solution on time scales not accessible by (and hence 
complementary to) NMR spectroscopy. Unnatural or isotopi- 
cally substituted amino acids provide the necessary spectral 
specificity via chemical groups with distinct vibrational 
frequencies. The site-specific incorporation of these amino 
acids spatially maps their highly localized vibrations within a 
protein to the respective absorption bands. Such unnatural 
amino acids (UAAs) have been established as vibrational 

resonances exhibit spectral bands which are often not as readily 
interpretable by standard computational codes.1 However, 
Fermi resonances are strongly dependent on intramolecular 
mode coupling and as such could prove very useful as sensitive 
probes of local equilibrium and nonequilibrium structural 
dynamics in proteins.20 

9 

dynamic labels (VDLs)1 with transition frequencies within 
the infrared spectral water window but outside the fingerprint 
region of proteins. They act as ultrafast (<1 ps) sensors of local 
fluctuations and structural dynamics invoked by light, temper- 
ature jumps, local electric fields, pH changes, or chemical 

−5 

We have recently reported a combined crystallographic and 
spectroscopic study of calmodulin in complexes with different 
peptides which provided a structural basis for the linear 

2 ,6−12 bonding 
transfer 

to follow processes such as vibrational energy spectroscopy of the azido stretching band of protein- 
1 3−15 11,16 or configurational evolution. 21 incorporated AzF. The incorporation of AzF aims at sensing 

Vibrational resonances with single-transition lineshapes 
facilitate spectral interpretation of frequency shifts, line 
broadening, and spectral inhomogeneity. Commonly used 
infrared-active VDLs that fulfill these spectral requirements 
usually contain groups such as −SCN, −CN, and −N 
(coupled to aliphatic residues) with advantages and disadvan- 
tages of the different VDLs recently reviewed by Kim and co- 
workers as well as Adhikary and co-workers.1 Generally, the 
particular application determines the choice of VDL with 
regard to desirable properties, such as oscillator strength, 
vibrational lifetime, line shape analysis, and (bio)chemical 

− conformational differences for the chosen CaM peptide 
complexes by vibrational spectroscopy of the azido group. 
The ubiquitous and highly conserved protein calmodulin 
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(CaM) acts as a Ca2+ sensor that translates the Ca2+ signal into
a cellular response.22 Calmodulin adopts a bilobed structure
containing two globular Ca2+-binding domains (each contain-
ing two EF-hands) connected by a flexible linker (Figure 1).
Upon Ca2+ binding, Ca2+/CaM recognizes and binds different
target proteins with high affinity. Binding to its target protein
usually results in a large conformational change with both CaM
domains wrapping around a target helix22−25 as illustrated in
Figure 1C.
Several structures of CaM−peptide complexes have already

been determined by X-ray crystallography1 and NMR,26 but
these methods, while powerful in themselves, have limitations
such as the need for crystal formation in protein crystallog-
raphy or inherently limited time-resolution of NMR spectros-
copy set by the carrier frequency of about 1 GHz. The
structure of strongly fluctuating moieties or regions may not be
accessible by these methods because short-lived conformations
are averaged out over the period of the carrier frequencies.
CaM binding to target proteins is mimicked by use of

selected CaM-binding peptides that possess different binding
modes with different spacings between the hydrophobic
anchor residues.25 Peptide P1 is derived from smooth muscle
myosin light chain kinase with a 1-14 spacing of the
hydrophobic anchor residues and peptide P2 is derived from
calmodulin-dependent protein chain kinase IIα and shows a 1-
10 spacing in the CaM−peptide complex structure. Peptide P4
is from the TRPM2 Ca2+-channel and was chosen as previously
uncharacterized test case with an expected 1-8-14-18 spacing
of the hydrophobic anchor residues.
AzF incorporation into CaM leads to pronounced spectral

reshaping of the azido stretching band with additional spectral
changes upon formation of different protein−peptide com-
plexes.21 However, linear spectra are not unambiguous in their
spectral composition due to the possibility of structural
heterogeneity and the presence of Fermi resonances. To
further exploit the capabilities of the AzF sensor, we explore
the dynamic response of the azido stretching vibration for free
and protein-incorporated AzF (CaM and CaM in complex with
three peptides) with femtosecond infrared spectroscopy. We
model the dynamic evolution of the vibrationally excited AzF
sensor by coherent oscillations that we attribute to Fermi
resonances. Our approach provides a quantitative description
of the vibrational dynamics, and we thereby suggest a link of
the population dynamics to the AzF absorption line shapes that
we consider the most physically sound description.

■ METHODS
Materials. All chemicals were of analytical grade and

obtained from Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany) or Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.), unless otherwise stated. AzF was
purchased from Bachem (Switzerland). Peptides were
purchased from GL Biochem (Shanghai, China). Peptide
identity was confirmed by LC-MS.

Expression and Purification of CaM108AzF Com-
plexes. We incorporated the unnatural amino acid via a
modified version of the procedure reported by Young et al.28

which employs Amber stop codon suppression technology to
genetically incorporate unnatural amino acids in defined
positions.29 Different UAAs have been incorporated as
biophysical probes in this way, providing control about the
exact labeling position.3,7,30−35 An amber stop codon was
introduced into the CaM sequence at position 108 via
QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis. The CaM sequence
was cloned into a modified pET28a vector. It contains a C3
precision side, a C-terminal His6 tag and a kanamycin
resistance. The modified pET28aCaMC3His plasmid and the
plasmid pEVOL-AzF (a gift by Peter Schultz: Addgene plasmid
#31186) were cotransformed via electroporation into the E.
coli strain BL21 Gold. The plasmid pEVOL-AzF encodes for
the evolved tRNA and tRNA-synthetase from Methanococcus
jannaschii that is specific for AzF. The plasmid contains a
chloramphenicol resistance and an arabinose promoter. The
overexpression was performed at 37 °C in terrific broth media,
supplemented with 25 μg/mL kanamycin and 34 μg/mL
chloramphenicol. At OD600 = 1, 1 mM p-azido-phenylalanine,
1 mM tryptophan, 1 mM tyrosine, and 0.02% arabinose were
added. The expression was additionally induced by 1 mM
IPTG after 45 min. The cells were harvested after 4 h and
frozen at −20 °C.
For protein purification, the cell pellet was resuspended in

TrisHCl-NaCl-CaCl2 (25/150/5 mM) buffer, pH 7.4, and 1
μg/mL DNase I and 1 mM MgCl2 were added. The cells were
lysed using an Avestin EmulsionFlex-C3 high-pressure
homogenizer. The cell lysate was cleared by centrifugation
and the supernatant was purified via IMAC. A Ni-NTA column
was equilibrated with TrisHCl−NaCl−CaCl2 (25/150/5 mM)
buffer, pH 7.4. For the wash 15 mM imidazole and for the
elution 250 mM imidazole were added to the equilibration
buffer. The elution fractions were dialyzed overnight at 4 °C.
The purification was evaluated by SDS-PAGE (15%). The
protein was concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-4, 10 kDa
MWCO concentrator. A 1.1 molar excess of peptide was added

Figure 1. Structures of CaM from (A) crystallography27 (gray) and (B) NMR spectroscopy26 (red). (C) Crystal structure of CaM (yellow) in the
complex with peptide P1 (green). The crystal structure of CaM in panel A has been superimposed with the structures in panel B and C for
comparison. Clearly, only the crystal structure suggests an α-helix as a rigid connection between the two globular domains. Ambient solution-phase
structures reveal two globular domains connected by a floppy backbone, facilitating peptide binding by the two globular domains that embrace the
peptide. Val 108, which has been exchanged to AzF in this study, is shown in blue in all panels.
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to the protein solution for the complex formation. Peptide
identities and sequences can be found in Table 1.

An additional purification step via SEC (Superdex 75 10/
300GL) was performed and evaluated by SDS-PAGE. The
protein sample concentrations used in the experiments can be
found in Table 2.

Pump−Probe Spectroscopy. A Ti/Sa regenerative
amplifier (Spectra Physics Spitifre Ace: 800 nm, 3 kHz, 90
fs) was used to pump a home-built optical parametric
amplifier36 at a pulse energy of 150 μJ. This yielded 1.6 μJ,
115 fs (fwhm) pulses at 2090 cm−1 (4.78 μm) with a spectral
width of 300 cm−1 (fwhm). The probe and reference beams
were generated from the Fresnel reflex of a CaF2 wedge where
the reference beam was used to normalize pulse-to-pulse
intensity fluctuations in the pump−probe signal. Pump, probe,
and reference beams were focused down to a spot size of 120
μm (fwhm) at the sample position. The sample was circulated
in a closed-cycle liquid circuit containing a flow cell (Harrick
Scientific) with two 1 mm thick IR grade CaF2 windows held
25 μm apart by halfmoon-shaped PTFE spacers forming a 2
mm wide channel. PFA tubing (1 mm ID) and Tygon tubing
inserts were used as reservoir and sample circulation was
effected with a peristaltic pump (LKB BROMMA, 2232
Microperpex S) to avoid sample degradation.
Transient absorption spectra were recorded using an

imaging spectrometer (Horiba Triax 180) and a 2 × 32
MCT Pixel array (Infrared Systems). Reference measurements
of aqueous buffer without protein sample were performed

immediately before or after sample measurements using the
same sample cell and liquid circuit.

Data Processing. By subtraction of reference data
obtained from buffer solution without protein sample, the
response of the sample could be isolated (c.f. Figure 2). This
procedure worked for two reasons: (i) Stable setup conditions
ensured cross-phase modulation and long-lived transient
absorbance changes of the solvent to be quantitively
comparable between buffer and protein-buffer solutions. (ii)
Absorption of the protein’s azide group was weak (<3%)
compared to the solvent absorption so that cross-phase
modulation and solvent heating signals were essentially
unaltered.
To improve statistics of the transient dynamics, a heuristic

line-shape model consisting of a superposition of a Gaussian
with positive amplitude and a skewed Gaussian with negative
amplitude was used to spectrally model the data. The
amplitude of this line shape was then used to track the
decay dynamics of the UAA at an improved signal-to-noise
ratio when compared to the time trace of a single detector
element. First, a global fit for all data points ranging from 100
to 500 fs was used to determine the best approximation to the
line shape. All parameters, except for a signal amplitude and
baseline correction, were then fixed and the fit was repeated for
all data points at positive time delays. This procedure restricted
spectral changes to an amplitude change as a function of time
delay but we found very good agreement between the data and
this restricted spectral model (c.f. Supporting Information),
which indicates minimal spectral reshaping within the
vibrational lifetime and thereby justifies our approach.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We compared different crystal structures of CaM in complex
with various peptides at the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and
decided on the incorporation of the unnatural amino acid AzF
at position Val108 because the orientation and therefore the
influence of the surrounding environment of the amino acid at
this position is conformation-dependent.
Figure 1A shows the crystallographic holo structure of

CaM/Ca2+ (PDB: 1CLL). The rigid linker helix between the
two globular domains is likely due to the crystal structure
stabilizing the protein structure in this particular conformation.
Different analyses show a pronounced flexibility in the linker
region.26 The NMR structure (PDB: 1DMO) reports 30
possible conformations of CaM in its apo structure, emphasiz-
ing that the linker part of the protein backbone is highly
flexible. One of the NMR structures of CaM is depicted in
Figure 1B as dark red, overlaid with the crystal structure of
CaM from Figure 1A for better comparison. The crystal

Table 1. Used Peptides with Identities and Sequencesa

aAnchor residues are highlighted in red.

Table 2. Sample Concentrations

protein (+ peptide complex) concentration

CaMAzF 11 mM (±2 mM)
CaMAzF+P1 15 mM (±0.2 mM)
CaMAzF+P2 8 mM (±2 mM)
CaMAzF+P4 7 mM (±0.2 mM)
free AzF 20 mM (±0.1 mM)

Figure 2. Transient absorption changes of azido stretching vibration of AzF108 in CaM in aqueous buffer before (left) and after (right) solvent
signal (center) subtraction. Cross-phase modulation reveals negligible chirp and a time-resolution of ≤150 fs.
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structure of CaM in the complex with a peptide (PDB: 1QS7)
is shown in Figure 1C with the two globular CaM domains
(yellow) embracing the bound peptide (green). Clearly, a
linker helix is absent, which is further evidence that the linker
assumes a rigid helical conformation only in the presence of
crystal contacts.
Transient Spectra of AzF. We first discuss the transient

spectra of the azido stretching vibration of AzF when dissolved
in aqueous buffer as well as incorporated in CaM and three
different CaM−peptide complexes. Labeling of the samples is
consistent with our previous study21 (note that the sample
CaM+P3 of our previous study was not stable enough for this
study). The left column of Figure 3 shows the differential

absorption spectra (red) of all five samples at a time-delay of
300 fs. All spectra have been corrected for dynamic solvent
contributions by subtracting the pure solvent response. Solvent
contributions, which we attribute to the transient signal of the
water combination-band grow in with increasing time delay
(see Supporting Information). Subsequently, systematic errors
due to background correction also increase at longer time
delays. Thus, the transient spectra at 15 ps, where the signal of
the UAA has decayed entirely, can be regarded as upper limits
for systematic errors due to background correction. These are
also shown as gray lines in the right column of Figure 3.
Inverted linear absorption spectra (blue) of the respective

complexes have also been plotted in the left column of Figure
3. We scaled these spectra to the spectral region above the
minimum of the transient absorbance change to estimate the
bleach and stimulated emission signals of the underlying 0→ 1
transitions. The difference of pump−probe (red) and inverted
static (blue) spectra can then be regarded as an estimate of the
excited state absorption spectrum (black) as plotted in the

right column of Figure 3 of each sample. Our extraction of the
induced absorption spectra might have over- or under-
estimated the excited absorption lineshapes as our choice of
scaling the linear absorption in the subtraction process is
reasonable but somewhat arbitrary.
When comparing the differential absorption spectra (red) of

the five samples, it is apparent that the pump−probe spectra of
the protein samples are similar while free AzF exhibits a
spectrum that is shifted to lower frequency (top left panel).
The same spectral behavior can be consistently observed for
the 0 → 1 transitions (blue) and hence, for the extracted 1 →
2 transitions (black)- The latter appears to be broader than the
static spectrum for all samples. In addition to increased
amplification of frequency fluctuations of 1 → 2 transitions in
anharmonic oscillators, coupling and subsequent splitting of
the energetically higher-lying states could contribute to the
broader 1 → 2 absorption spectra, as was often observed in
systems with Fermi resonances such as acetaniline.37 The
vertical gray line on the left side of Figure 3 indicates the
absorption maximum of the azido stretching vibration in CaM.
The complex CaM+P4 shows no apparent shift compared to
free CaM, while binding of peptide P1 induces a slight blue-
shift and complexation of P2 produces a blue-shift by ∼6 cm−1.
The absorption maximum of free AzF is shifted to higher
frequency by ∼17 cm−1. The blue-shift of the νN3 band in the
CaM+P2 complex could be mistaken as AzF in this complex
being more solvent exposed (via an anomalous shift due to
hydrogen bonding to solvent molecules38−41) but our previous
study clarified that hydrogen bonding to carbonyl groups of
neighboring residues is the probable cause for this shift.
The zero crossings of the differential absorption spectra and

the onset of the extracted excited state absorption show the
same spectral shifts as the linear spectra. This finding suggests
a similar anharmonicity (∼25 cm−1) of the azido stretching
vibration in all five samples. CaM+P4 might be an exception
but this sample also yielded the smallest signal-to-noise ratio.
Overall, we conclude that the anharmonicity of the azido
stretching vibration is not substantially modified by complex-
ation of peptides. AzF in aqueous buffer shows the broadest
azido stretching spectrum of all samples for both the ground-
state and the excited state transitions. We attribute this
observation to two broadening mechanisms, (i) solvent
fluctuations, that is, mainly water with its broad distribution
of frequencies, and (ii) the particular distribution of Fermi
resonances,19 which is markedly different from the incorpo-
rated UAA.21 Spectral shape evolution cannot be observed
within our signal-to-noise ratio.

Population Dynamics of Free Aqueous AzF. Next, we
discuss the temporal evolution of the azido stretching
excitation. The top left panel of Figure 4 shows the decay
dynamics of the isolated UAA in aqueous solution. These
population dynamics feature a rapid initial decay within the
first hundreds of femtoseconds, followed by a slower
component in the picosecond range. Intuitively, the temporal
evolution appears to be a biexponential decay. However,
residual analysis of a biexponential fit reveals systematic
deviation between model and experimental data (see Figure
S9). We therefore propose an alternative picture based on a
recent two-dimensional infrared (2DIR) spectroscopy study of
free AzF19 in aqueous and isopropanol solution, which
reported coupled transitions within the AzF azido stretching
band due to Fermi resonances. A Fermi resonance couples a
dipole-allowed bright transition and a dipole-forbidden dark

Figure 3. Left: Transient spectra of the azido stretching vibration at a
pump−probe delay of 300 fs (red) and scaled negative FTIR spectra
of the respective species (blue). Right: Extracted induced absorption
spectra at 300 fs delay (black) and transient spectra at a pump−probe
delay of 15 ps (gray).
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combination/overtone which are close in frequency. The dark
mode gains oscillator strength in this coupling scheme. Indeed,
the asymmetric line shape of the linear spectrum of aqueous
AzF can be well described by a superposition of two Voigt
profiles, as shown on the top right panel of Figure 4. The
coherent excitation of these two transitions leads to a low-
frequency quantum beat that manisfests in a periodic
modulation of the pump−probe response at the difference
frequency of the coupled transitions (as observed in several
other systems exhibiting Fermi resonances).12,19,20,42−44

We have illustrated this mode coupling in the inset of Figure
4 (top panels). Taking one apparent Fermi resonance into

account, we employ the following model for the population
decay of free aqueous AzF

π
τ

= · + · · + ·τ τ− − −i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz( )S t A e A t e A e( ) cos 2

t t t
gauss

4ln(2) fwhm osc
osc

/
pop

/ pop
2

coh

where the singal is a sum of a damped harmonic oscillation and
an exponential decay. Additional signals due to nonresonant
effects during temporal overlap of pump and probe pulses are
accounted for by a Gaussian centered at 0 fs with a fwhm of
160 fs as extracted from the solvent response (c.f. Supporting
Information). The cosine term reflects the quantum beat due
to the coherent excitations of the two transitions that are in

Figure 4. Left: Temporal evolution of the amplitude of the azido stretching response in the different conformers (black). A fit consisting of an
exponential and a damped cosine function was used to model the data (red) Also included in the model is a Gaussian instrument response function
centered at t = 0 with a fwhm of 160 fs (gray, dotted line). This is to account for possible nonresonant contributions during pulse overlap. The
instrument response is shown as a gray dashed line. Right: Linear spectra of the respective conformers (black) and fits of two Voigt profiles (gray)
and their sum (red).

Table 3. Fit Parameters of the Decay Model Shown in the Left-Hand Side of Figure 4a

τpop (fs) τcoh (fs) τosc (fs) 1/τosc (cm
−1) Δν12 (cm−1) Agauss (mOD) Aosc (mOD) Apop (mOD)

AzF 844 ± 29 215 ± 21 1393 ± 75 23.9 ± 1.3 23.6 ± 3.0 0.08 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.07 0.44 ± 0.02
CaM 1007 ± 130 304 ± 69 1988 ± 480 16.8 ± 4.1 18.4 ± 1.6 0.00 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.01
CaM+P1 941 ± 230 532 ± 250 2518 ± 1200 13.2 ± 6.4 11.7 ± 6.2 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.03
CaM+P2 865 ± 330 299 ± 200 2072 ± 1700 16.1 ± 13.3 24.9 ± 11.1 0.00 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.15 0.11 ± 0.06
CaM+P4 906 ± 290 534 ± 510 1867 ± 980 17.9 ± 9.4 13.5 ± 3.6 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.02

aτpop, τcoh, and τosc are the population time, the coherence time, and oscillation period of the damped cosine contribution. Δν12 is the spacing
between the two Voigt profiles fit to the linear spectra on the right of Figure 4. Agauss, Aosc, and Apop are the amplitudes of the Gaussian component,
the oscillatory feature, and the population decay.
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Fermi resonance. The oscillation period corresponds to the
inverse of the transitions’ frequency spacing Δν12 = 1/τose.
The fit to the population decay of free aqueous AzF is shown

in the top left panel of Figure 4, and the parameters are
summarized in Table 3. This model assigns a population
lifetime of about 0.8 ps to the azido stretching excitation in free
aqueous AzF while the rapid signal decay on sub-500 fs time
scales is due to the loss of coherence of a strongly overdamped
quantum beat. This time-domain picture is fully consistent
with the respective linear absorption spectrum of free aqueous
AzF in the top tight panel of Figure 4. The frequency spacing
Δν12 between the two fit Voigt profiles matches the inverse
quantum beat period very well, Δν12 = 1/τosc, as can be seen in
Table 3.
In the Fermi resonance model, free aqueous AzF exhibits a

quantum beat coherence time of only 219 fs. This time
constant is three times shorter than the one reported for free
AzF in isopropanol,19 a value that reflects the much broader
line shape of the νN3-band of free AzF in aqueous solution,
which in turn is linked to the particular density of states of
water to which the azido stretching excitation is coupled. A
Gaussian dephasing model might be more suitable to describe
aqueous AzF (see Figure S9). However, a clear distinction
between exponential and Gaussian dephasing requires sub-10
μOD noise levels, which were unobtainable for the less stable
protein (complexes). The exponetial decay model proved to be
more robust for all samples. Both quantum beat models yield
similar oscillation frequencies and coherence times for free
aqueous AzF (see Table S4). A distinction between both
models is therefore irrelevant in the following discussion.
Population Dynamics of Protein-Incorporated AzF.

The linear spectra of the azido stretching band, νN3, of AzF
incorporated into CaM differ from free aqueous AzF, but they
also appear to be composed of a least two transitions. This
begs the question whether Fermi resonances underlie the azido
stretching line shape when AzF is incorporated into the
protein. Fitting a biexponential decay to the νN3 response
yields two time constants that differ more than 5-fold (c.f.
Table S1), which seems rather unphysical for a bimodal
population decay due to a two subensembles with structural
motifs as we do not observe significant spectral shifts of the
pump−probe spectra over time. The latter fact also renders
anharmonic mode coupling highly unlikely to be the origin of
the biexponential νN3 response. Such a mechanism would
entail a ultrafast monoexponential population decay followed
by an altered ground-state spectrum due to anharmonic
couplig of the azido stretching band to other AzF modes that
are being populated during intramoelcuar vibrational energy
redistribution (IVR). We therefore consider the Fermi
resonance model physically well justified, albeit, we cannot
provide unambiguous proof of the Fermi resonance model due
to limited the signal-to-noise ratio of the protein data.
All five sample responses are accurately described by the

Fermi resonance model, and as for free aqueous AzF, we find
good agreement between the time and frequency domains for
all protein samples: Within the margin of error, the inverse
beat period 1/τosc equals the spectral difference Δν12 (right
two columns of Table 3) which is independently obtained
from a fit of two Voigt profiles to the azido stretching
lineshapes on the righthand side of Figure 4. The model
suggests an azido stretching lifetime τpop ≲ 1 ps (second
column of Table 3) that is substantially longer than the initial
signal decay and varies little among the five samples. In this

model, samples are differentiated by coherence times and
frequencies of the quantum beats. For instance, the CaM νN3
response exhibits a more distinct initial decay compared to the
long-lived population decay CaM+P1. This translates to a
larger oscillation amplitude Aosc relative to the population
amplitude Apop (cf. Table 3, last two columns). Generally, the
νN3 response of the protein samples differs from free AzF. Most
pronounced is the longer oscillation period τosc ≈ 2 ps in the
protein samples compared to free AzF which reflects the
smaller frequency spacing between the two coupled transitions
in the protein spectra of AzF (Figure 4, right column). Among
the protein samples, AzF in CaM exhibits a response most
reminiscent of free AzF but with a distinctly different νN3
spectral band. Given the rather open CaM structure with two
globular domains losely connected, fluctutions and solvent
accessibility around AzF could account for this oberservation.
The short coherence times compared to the oscillation

periods of the quantum beats result in strongly overdamped
model oscillations and correspondingly larger uncertainties of
the oscillation periods. The quantum beat oscillations would
correspond to an actual low-frequency wavepacket although
quantum beats due to Fermi resonances result from a coherent
excitation of high-frequency modes. Short coherence times are
not unusual for such vibrations with sub-THz frequency in a
condensed-phase environment. The fit results in Table 3
therefore constitute physcially reasonable model parameters.
We have already placed the population dynamics of azido

stretching excitation in context with the analysis of linear
infrared spectra of AzF in the five samples21 (Figure 4, see SI
for a complete parameter list). The stronger transitions should
have predominantly asymmetric N3 stretching character while
we would designate the weaker transition as the combination/
overtone that is in Fermi resonance with the N3 stretching
excitation. This weaker transition is less pronounced in the
protein samples than in free aqueous AzF. Within this line
shape decomposition, CaM and CaM+P1 exhibit identical
parameters for the main νN3 transition and can only be
distinguished due the second weaker transistion which we
ascribe to a Fermi resonance. This difference is also reflected in
the transient νN3 response of these two samples. Fermi
resonances are very sensitive to coupling constants and relative
frequency spacing of the coupled modes, and even insignificant
line shifts can result in significant changes of relative oscillator
strength between the transitions. This propety of Fermi
resonances might be useful in some applications of VDLs.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Our femtosecond infrared study suggests a Fermi resonance
model for protein-incorporated AzF to distinguish CaM in
different binding motives. We find that the decay dynamics of
the azido stretching excitations of free AzF and incorporated
into CaM (also in complex with the three particular peptides)
can be well described by coherent superpositions of at least
two transitions that we ascribe to Fermi resonances of the
UAA’s asymmetric N3 stretching mode. Within this model, we
extract a lifetime of ∼1 ps for the azido stretching excitation in
all samples. The Fermi resonance model introduces an
exponentially damped quantum beat between the two
dominant transitions which is unique to each of the five
studied samples and remarkably consistent with the linear
spectra of the azido stretching mode of AzF. It would of course
be interesting to link atomically resolved structures from X-ray
crystallography to anharmonic mode coupling models and
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QM/MM simulations and aim at a quantitative description of
Fermi resonances to relate protein structures to spectral
responses. We also aim for crystallographic structures of all
studied CaM−peptide to provide a structural basis for
additional CaMAzF-peptide complexes with atomic resolution.
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5 Conclusion and outlook

In this work, low frequency excitations and their interactions with other degrees of freedom
have been investigated in MIR HgTe quantum dots and p-azido phenylalanine (AzF) in
di�erent conformations of the protein Calmodulin using nonlinear infrared spectroscopic
methods. Through this, it was possible to uncover and describe the ultrafast intraband
dynamics in HgTe quantum dots, which are crucial for the further development of infrared
devices based on tailored, i.e. hetero-structured quantum dots and the understanding of
physics in reduced dimensions. Furthermore, two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy was
demonstrated to lift the spectral inhomogeneity due to size distribution in MIR HgTe
quantum dots, which will allow a detailed description of the interaction between low-
frequency modes on a �ne-structure level in future experiments. The measurements on
the azido stretching vibration in AzF revealed a uniform relaxation behavior for all investi-
gated protein peptide complexes. The di�erences of the relaxation of the azido stretching
vibration in between di�erent conformation manifest as changes in a sub 500 femtosecond
feature, which was assigned as quantum beat originating from coherent superposition of
two states in Fermi resonance. The correlation of this quantum beat and the linear spec-
tra of the vibrational dynamic label (VDL) AzF allowed for the disentanglement of the
linear spectrum and, by this a better understanding of the interaction of the VDL and
its surroundings. A more detailed summary of these results as well as their consequences
and resulting future capabilities is given in the following section.

Intraband dynamics in MIR HgTe quantum dots

Timescales for intraband cooling in MIR HgTe quantum dots were obtained by observing
the population at the band-gap as a function of time after non-resonant photo-excitation
for di�erent photon energies.This revealed rapid exciton relaxation to the band-gap within
less than 2.5 ps, even in the multi-exciton generation (MEG) regime at photon energies of
3.1 eV, which is close to the work function of bulk HgTe. No evidence of bottlenecks of any
sort was found for intraband cooling. On the contrary, a uniform rate of 0.36 eV ·ps−1 was
found for the energy dissipation from the electronic system into an unidenti�ed bath. This
rate is identical to the energy dissipation rate for the 2Sh → 1Sh transition in the valence
band. This implies, that cooling of electronic excitations is either independent from the
density of states, or, more likely, dominated by hole cooling in the valence band. This was
interpreted in the framework of Auger cooling, where electrons in the conduction band
relax by transferring energy to holes via electron-hole scattering processes, as discussed in
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section 3.2. This assumption was further supported by much slower relaxation times that
had been found in similar systems, where Auger scattering between electrons and holes
had been suppressed [16, 17, 123]. These �ndings, including the energy loss rate, are over-
all consistent with observations of similar processes in CdSe quantum dots [21, 23]. This
indication of Auger cooling suggests that intraband cooling in HgTe quantum dots could
be drastically slowed down by decoupling electrons and holes by using hetero-structured
core-shell quantum dots, like demonstrated in CdSe/ZnS/ZnSe quantum dots [16]. The
consequences of which could be enormous for solar energy harnessing, as it may allow
for e�cient extraction of hot carriers, which is especially appealing for narrow gap ma-
terials, such as HgTe. Interestingly, the energy dissipation rate also remains unchanged
if several electron holes pairs are excited within a single quantum dot. This means that
either a single electron or hole can dissipate heat at a given time, or more likely, a fun-
damental bottleneck for energy dissipation into the bath limits intraband cooling, which
could also explain the constant energy dissipation rate. This cannot be understood using
present models and will have to be addressed using future experiments and theoretical
calculations. Future fundamental approaches towards understanding the intraband cool-
ing mechanism in HgTe quantum dots could address the in�uence of ligands and particle
size. Here, it would be interesting if and how much the cooling dynamics are a�ected
by Ligand exchange and if a universal trend in observed timescales can be found for the
scaling of particle size. Here, a speed up for smaller processes would be expected for
Auger processes as a result of relaxed momentum conservation and enhanced Coulomb
interaction due to stronger carrier con�nement. Of course, also infrared pump THz probe
spectroscopy would o�er many opportunities for future mechanistic insights by providing
direct observation of state to state transition rates.

2D spectroscopy of HgTe quantum dots

Two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy was experimentally implemented based on an ex-
isting design by Nils Huse and Amul Shinde and used to investigate the lowest excitonic
state in HgTe quantum dots. Preliminary results for the respective correlation maps have
been presented and carefully interpreted. They show signi�cant static inhomogeneous
broadening in the sample, which is attributed to the size distribution of the particles,
which was be lifted through 2D spectroscopy. Two diagonal features were found close to
the band-gap that can also be observed in the FTIR spectrum. From cross-peak analysis
they appear to share a common state in the valence band. Yet, the absence of energy
transfer even after a waiting time of 100 ps makes the assignment of the energetically
lower transition as a mid-gap state more likely, since excitonic states should rapidly decay
to the band-gap, as discussed in the sections 3.2 and 3.4. These 2d correlation maps
also indicate the presence of another gap-state at 4730 cm−1, which is not accessible in
the FTIR spectrum, due to an overlapping strong solvent or ligand combination band.
Additionally, indications for direct observation for energy transfer from the electronic
system to said combination band were found. This �rst measurement of 2d correlation
maps in HgTe Qds set the basis for future, more systematic measurements. A complete
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5 Conclusion and outlook

sampling of the waiting time will give rise to the time scales of the individual peaks and
uncover potentially hidden oscillatory features originating from coherences in the system.
In context of the intraband relaxation measurements presented above, 2D spectroscopy
presents a direct improvement over conventional pump-probe spectroscopy, as it allows to
directly observe the energy transfer between any pair of excitonic states as o�-diagonal
features. This removes the ambiguity of intermediate steps in the relaxation process from
the measurement, providing a better grasp of the relaxation mechanisms at play. Ad-
ditionally, the role of ligands in (intraband) carrier relaxation could be unveiled by the
investigation of o�-diagonal features between excitons and ligand modes. This would be
especially interesting for MIR quantum dots, where the band gap, or intraband transitions
can easily brought in resonance with ligand modes e.g. the C-H stretching vibration of
the dodecanethiol ligands at around 2900 cm−1. Furthermore, the lifted inhomogeneous
broadening might allow to directly measure the bi-exciton binding energy and bi-exciton
recombination, allowing to test theoretical models.

AzF as a vibrational dynamic label for protein spectroscopy

Aside the work on HgTe nanoparticles, the dynamic response of the azido stretching
mode of the vibrational label p-azidophenylalanine was investigated using MIR pump-
probe spectroscopy. Here, the Ca2+ sensitive second messenger protein Calmodulin and
Calmodulin-peptide complexes in aqueous solution were used as a model system to study
the interaction between the VDL and its surroundings. AzF had already been thoroughly
studied using isopropanol as a solvent [42]. Here, the vibrational relaxation showed dis-
tinct oscillatory features due to a coherent superposition of two states in Fermi resonance.
In aqueous bu�er solution, the same e�ect could be observed, although the feature was
signi�cantly less pronounced due to much shorter coherence times when compared to AzF
in isopropanol. This feature could therefore easily be mistaken for a bi-exponential relax-
ation. Azido stretching vibration relaxation times were found around 1 ps independent of
the conformational state of the protein in the Calmodulin complex samples. This suggests
chemically similar environments in all conformations, which also re�ects in very similar
linear spectra that had been found for these complexes [7]. The main di�erence in be-
tween the complexes manifests in a sub 500 femtosecond feature that was interpreted as a
strongly overdamped quantum beat as found in aqueous AzF. This was further supported
by good agreement between quantum beat frequency and FTIR spectra. This duality
between beat frequency and linear spectra clari�ed that the complex line-shape of AzF
in Calmodulin complexes does not originate from a bi-modal distribution of chemical en-
vironments.
The rapid vibrational relaxation restricts the time window for observation of changes in
the surroundings of AzF to roughly 1 picosecond, which is too short for most, if not all
relevant protein motions and therefore limits the use of AzF as a VDL for future use in
two-dimensional spectroscopy. However, the uniform behavior of the vibrational relax-
ation and the dephasing times of the quantum beat clari�ed that minuscule changes in the
immediate surroundings of the vibrational label may still result in traceable di�erences
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in the linear spectrum. This was be explained by considering the larger parameter-space
that becomes accessible through the Fermi resonance, due to its high sensitivity to shifts
in energy and molecular couplings. In combination with future advances in the theoreti-
cal description of AzF, this might motivate niche applications for FTIR spectroscopy and
photo-active proteins, where the accessible time window is not limited by the vibrational
lifetime [8].
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Modelling of band edge dynamics 

To include exciton cooling in the band-gap dynamics upon non-resonant excitation, we employ a 

rate equation model as depicted in figure 1. Excitation by the laser is treated as instantaneous, 

which creates a highly excited electron hole pair |ei,hi>. This exciton then relaxes to lowest 

excitonic state |e0,h0> with a cooling time 𝜏𝑐. The exciton recombination time is denoted as 𝜏𝑒. 

Since the exciton cooling times are much shorter than the recombination time (also see figure 2) 

we neglect direct recombination of the initial state |ei,hi>. The populations of the initial state, Ni, 

and ground state, N0, are then described by the resulting differential equation:  
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𝑑𝑁𝑖

𝑑𝑡
  = −

𝑁𝑖

𝜏𝑐
 (1) 

  
𝑑𝑁0

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑁0

𝜏𝑒
−

𝑑𝑁𝑖

𝑑𝑡
 (2) 

It has the following solution for the band-gap state population upon non-resonant excitation: 

𝑁0(𝑡) = Θ(𝑡) ⋅
𝑁𝑖(0) ⋅ 𝜏𝑒

𝜏𝑐 − 𝜏𝑒
⋅ [exp (−

𝑡

𝜏𝑐
) − exp (−

𝑡

𝜏𝑒
)] . (3) 

This equation still holds for resonant excitation, in the limit of vanishing cooling time. To 

incorporate bi-exciton dynamics into this model, we mimic the commonly used bi-exponential 

model1,2 by using two instances of the above equation, one representing the single exciton decay, 

the other one the bi-exciton recombination, where the exciton lifetime, 𝜏𝑒 is replaced by the bi-

exciton recombination time, 𝜏𝑏 , arriving at: 

𝑁0(𝑡) = Θ(𝑡) ⋅ [
𝑁𝑖,𝑒(0)𝜏𝑒

𝜏𝑐 − 𝜏𝑒
⋅ (exp (−

𝑡

𝜏𝑐
) − exp (−

𝑡

𝜏𝑒
)) +

𝑁𝑖,𝑏(0)𝜏𝑏

𝜏𝑐 − 𝜏𝑏
⋅ (exp (−

𝑡

𝜏𝑐
) − exp (−

𝑡

𝜏𝑏
))] . (4) 

Here, 𝑁𝑖,𝑒(0) and 𝑁𝑖,𝑏(0) denote the number of excited electron hole pairs in particles with a 

single exciton only and particles with two excitons, respectively. 

 

Calculation of the mean excitation number from the band-gap dynamics 

We first consider a population conserving rate-equation model for Auger decay of bi-excitons and 

recombination of excitons: 

𝑑𝑁𝐵(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
=  −

𝑁𝐵(𝑡)

𝜏𝐵

 (5) 
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𝑑𝑁𝐸(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑁𝐸(𝑡)

𝜏𝐸
−

𝑑𝑁𝐵(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
 . (6) 

Here, 𝜏𝐵 and 𝜏𝐸 are the Auger decay time for bi-excitons and the recombination time of excitons, 

NB  and NE  denote the numbers of excited bi-excitons and excitons, respectively. It was assumed 

that all bi-excitons decay into excitons via direct recombination, i.e. there is no direct 

recombination for bi-excitons, which is a reasonable approximation given the more than 20-fold 

difference in lifetimes. The solution to equations 5+6 is: 

𝑁𝐵(𝑡) = 𝑁𝐵 ⋅ 𝑒
−

𝑡
𝜏𝐵  (7) 

 

𝑁𝐸(𝑡) = (𝑁𝐸 +
𝜏𝐸

𝜏𝐸 − 𝜏𝐵
𝑁𝐵) 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝜏𝐸 −
𝜏𝐸

𝜏𝐸 − 𝜏𝐵
𝑁𝐵 ⋅ 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝜏𝐵 . (8) 

 

From equations 7+8 the bleach signal, S(t ), is constructed as: 

𝑆(𝑡) ∝ 𝑁𝐸(𝑡) + 2 ⋅ 𝑁𝐵(𝑡) (9) 

∝ (𝑁𝐸 +
𝜏𝐸

𝜏𝐸 − 𝜏𝐵
𝑁𝐵) 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝜏𝐸 + (2 −
𝜏𝐸

𝜏𝐸 − 𝜏𝐵
) 𝑁𝐵 ⋅ 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝜏𝐵 . (10) 

This retrieves the commonly used bi-exponential model for multi-excitonic decays. The factor of 

2 accounts for the fact, that the bi-excitonic state results in approximately twice the bleach signal 

as a singly excited quantum dot.  For low excitations densities, we assume Poissonian statistics for 

the probability, P(N), to find N excitations in a single particle: 

𝑃(𝑁) =  
⟨𝑁⟩𝑁

𝑁!
⋅ 𝑒−⟨𝑁⟩. (11) 

. 
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Comparing the probabilities for double and single excitations in equation 11, the mean exciton 

number per particle, <N>, is found as 

⟨𝑁⟩ = 2 ⋅
𝑃(2)

𝑃(1)
= 2 ⋅

𝑁𝐵

𝑁𝐸
. (12) 

The parameters NB  and NE  can be extracted from a bi-exponentail fit of the band-gap dynamics 

in conjunction with equation 10. 

In the limit  𝜏𝐵 ≪ 𝜏𝐸 the temporal evolution of the bleach signal (equation 10) could also be 

simplified to 

𝑆(𝑡) ∝ (𝑁𝐸 + 𝑁𝐵)𝑒
−

𝑡
𝜏𝐸 + 𝑁𝐵 ⋅ 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝜏𝐵 . (13) 

For the exciton and bi-exciton lifetimes presented in this work, this would lead to an overestimation 

for 𝑁𝐵 of approximately 5%. In the regime of a bi-exponential model for the band-gap dynamics, 

𝑆(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡 ⋅ 𝑒
−

𝑡
𝜏𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡 + 𝐴𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤 ⋅ 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝜏𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤 , (14) 

the exciton numbers can be estimated as 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑥𝑐 = 𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡  and 𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑐 = 𝐴𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤 − 𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡 , leaving  

< 𝑁 > = 2 ⋅
𝑁𝐵

𝑁𝐸

(15) 

= 2 ⋅
𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡

𝐴𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤 − 𝐴𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡
. (16) 

Extracting the exciton and bi-exciton numbers from a bi-exponential fit is only valid as long, as 

there are no tri-excitons present, as they are not accounted for in the model. We estimate, that this 

treatment is valid, as long as there are at least tenfold more bi-excitons than tri-excitons. From 

equation 11 one can derive: 
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𝑃(3)

𝑃(2)
=

⟨𝑁⟩

3
≤ 0.1 (17) 

⇒ ⟨𝑁⟩ ≤ 0.3 (18) 

An overview of extracted mean exciton numbers for low fluences can be found in the inset of 

figure S1. 

 

Excitation density dependence of the transient signal 

In the MEG range, Poisson statics can no longer be employed. We therefore employ an Einstein 

coefficient-based approach to be able to compare excitations densities below and above the MEG 

onset. We neglect carrier relaxation during our 100 fs pump pulse. The carrier dynamics can  then 

be described by excitation by photon absorption and de-excitation by stimulated emission. Using 

the Einstein-coefficient for absorption, 𝐴, the number of excited electron hole pairs, N, can be 

described as: 

𝑑𝑁 = 𝐴 ⋅ 𝑁𝑔𝑠 ⋅ 𝑑𝑃 − 𝐴 ⋅ 𝑁 ⋅ 𝑑𝑃 (19) 

= 𝐴 ⋅ (𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 2𝑁) ⋅ 𝑑𝑃. (20) 

Here, 𝑁𝑔𝑠 denotes the number of unexcited electron hole pairs, P is the excitation power. 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 is 

the number of electron hole pairs in the system that are in resonance with the pump. This 

inhomogeneous differential equation is solved by: 

𝑁(𝑃) = 0.5 ⋅ 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 ⋅ (1 − e−2𝐴𝑃  ). (21) 

This relationship gives a good representation for our data as shown in figure S1. Here, 𝐹0 denotes 

the fluence, at which 50% of the saturation value is reached. For excitations below the MEG onset 
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also the mean exciton numbers extracted from the band gap dynamics as described above are 

shown in the inset. The linear relation between the mean exciton number, ⟨𝑁⟩, and the normalized 

fluence is commensurate with the two-fold degenerate LUMO state in the se particles and further 

justifies the Einstein coefficient-based approach. 

 

Figure S1: Normalized bleach signal as a function of pump fluence. All data points have been fit to a model 

based on Einstein coefficients for absorption and stimulated emission (dotted line). The value F0 denotes 

the fluence, where 50% of the saturation value is reached, which is also the threshold for a linear relationship 

between fluence and bleach signal. Different pump wavelengths are color-coded as 2.4 µm (red), 2.0 µm 

(orange), 1.2 µm (yellow), 800 nm (green) and 400 nm (blue). The inset shows the mean exciton number 

per quantum dot as retrieved from Poissonian statistics using the same normalized fluence.  
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Transient background signals 

 

Figure S1: Transient background contributions. Left, middle panel: transient signal of the aqueous buffer 

solution. Right panel: Non-resonant response of the sample cell, measured using isopropanol. 

Figure S1 shows the main contributions of the background that was subtracted from our data: the 

transient signal of the aqueous buffer (left, middle panel) and the non-resonant cross-phase 

modulation (CPM) signal in the CaF2 windows of the sample cell (right panel). This CPM signal 

of our sample cell was measured using isopropanol, which is fully transparent within our pulse 

spectrum. To obtain the isolated buffer response, the non-resonant contributions from the CaF2 

windows have been subtracted in the data shown here. There is no appreciable remainder of the 

cross-phase modulation signal, even though there is a difference in absorbance of 250 mOD 

between the buffer solution and isopropanol. We thus deduct that the data shown in the article is 

not distorted by an imperfect CPM subtraction procedure, as the differences between buffer 

solution and the different samples are less than 10 mOD leading to even smaller modulations in 

CPM amplitudes due to sample absorption. 

The transient signal of the buffer solution features two main components: a large positive feature 

which decays on the order of our instrument response, as can be seen by comparison to the CPM 

signal. The long-lived negative component increases in magnitude with higher wavenumbers and 

longer time delays. Therefore, the transient signal at very large time delays can be regarded as an 

upper limit for errors from subtraction of the transient buffer signal. This upper limit is shown in 

figure 3 in the article. 
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Line shape analysis of time-resolved differential spectral data 

𝑆(𝑥) = 𝑦0 + 𝐴 ∗

[
 
 
 
 

exp (
−4ln(2) ∗ (𝑥 − 𝑥1)

2

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀1
2 

) − 𝑅 ∗ exp

(

 
 −4ln(2) ∗ (𝑥 − 𝑥2)

2

(2 ∗
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀2

1 + exp(𝑠 ∗ (𝑥 − 𝑥2))
)

2

)

 
 

]
 
 
 
 

 

We used the heuristic line-shape above to model the differential absorption spectrum for positive 

time-delays. Induced absorption (IA) and ground state bleach (GSB) signals are modeled by a sum 

of a Gaussian centered at x1 and FWHM1 and a skewed Gaussian1 centered at x2, with FWHM2 

containing the asymmetry parameter s. R describes approximately the ratio between IA and GSB. 

A global fit was used to fit all spectra with shared parameters except for signal amplitude, A, and 

offset, y0. The amplitudes obtained from the global fit do not suffer from offset fluctuations. This 

data analysis enhances the signal-to-noise ratio of the population dynamics. We quantify our error 

for the extracted amplitude, A, with the residual sum of squares, RSS, for each line shape fit: 𝛿𝐴 =

√𝑅𝑆𝑆 32⁄ , with 32 as the pixel number per line of our dual-line detector. We have used the 

resulting error bars, shown in Fig. 4, as weights in the consecutive fit of the quantum beat model 

to the population dynamics. Exemplary fits to the experimental data are shown in Figures S2 - S6. 

 
Figure S2: Transient spectra of AzF for different time steps in fs (black) and global line-fit (red). 
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Figure S3: Transient spectra of CaM for different time steps in fs (black) and global line-fit (red). 

 
Figure S4: Transient spectra of CaM+P1 for different time steps in fs (black) and global line-fit (red). 
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Figure S5: Transient spectra of CaM+P2 for different time steps in fs (black) and global line-fit (red). 

 
Figure S6: Transient spectra of CaM+P4 for different time steps in fs (black) and global line-fit (red). 
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Figure S7: Bi-exponential fit as alternative approach to model the population dynamics (red). Also shown 

are the instrument response (dashed grey) and the quantum beat model (solid grey). See figure 4 for 

comparison. Similar to the quantum beat modulation model, a Gaussian with the width of the instrument 

response was added to the model to account for non-resonant signal contributions during pulse overlap.  
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Bi exponential modelling of population dynamics 

 

Table S1: Fit results of a biexponential sum to the amplitude of the pump-probe data in figures S1 – S6. 

A1, A2, Agauss, represent the amplitudes of the two exponential functions and the non-resonant Gaussian 

contribution. 𝜏1 and 𝜏2 are the respective time constants. 

 A1  𝜏1 / fs A2  𝜏2 / fs 
 𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠 

/mOD 

      

AzF 
0.96 

±0.09 

123 

±8 

0.33 

±0.01 

1068 

±36 

 -0.20 

±0.07 

   

CaM 
0.11 

±0.01 

240 

±30 

0.04 

±0.01 

1554 

±280 

 -0.01 

±0.01 

   

CaM+P1 
0.09 

±0.02 

411 

±98 

0.03 

±0.02 

1825 

±913 

 0.02 

±0.01 

   

CaM+P2 
0.21 

±0.02 

248 

±60 

0.05 

±0.02 

2004 

±1080 

 -0.05 

±0.03 

   

CaM+P4 
0.08 

±0.01 

380 

±108 

0.02 

±0.01 

2767 

±2412 

 0.01 

±0.01 

   

 

Fit of FTIR spectra 

All FTIR spectra have been fit using the sum of two Voigt profiles. The built in Voigt profile of 

OriginPro 2016 was used. According to Origin’s documentation, it is implemented as: 

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝐴
2 ln(2) ∗ 𝑤𝐿

𝜋3/2 ⋅ 𝑤𝐺
2 ∗ ∫

exp (−𝑡2)

(√ln(2) ∗
𝑤𝐿

𝑤𝐺
)
2

+ (√4 ln(2) ∗
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐

𝑤𝐺
− 𝑡)

2 𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞

 

with A is the relative amplitude, 𝑤𝐿 the width of the Lorentzian, 𝑤𝐺 the width of the Gaussian and 

𝑥𝑐 the peak position. In Table S3, the additional subscripts indicate peaks 1 and 2 in the 

superposition model. 
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Table S2: Fit results of FTIR data as described above. All widths correspond to full width at half maximum. 

 𝑤1 and 𝑤2 are the width of the entire Voigt profile. 

 𝑥𝑐1 

(cm-1) 
𝐴1  

𝑤𝐺1 

(cm-1) 

𝑤𝐿1 

(cm-1) 

𝑤1 

(cm-1) 

𝑥𝑐2 

(cm-1) 
𝐴2  

𝑤𝐺2 

(cm-1) 

𝑤𝐿2 

(cm-1) 

𝑤2 

(cm-1) 

AzF  
2107.0 

±1.6 

10.2 

±1.4 

22.9 

±0.9 

6.2 

±1.2 

27.3 

±1.5 

2130.6 

±0.6 

29.2 

±1.6 

22.9 

±1.4 

6.1 

±1.3 

27.2 

±1.9 

CaM  
2110.9 

±0.4 

24.8 

±0.9 

19.7 

±0.3 

5.0 

±0.5 

23.2 

±0.6 

2129.3 

±1.3 

5.0 

±1.1 

15.9 

±1.4 

5.6 

±3.9 

20.0 

±4.1 

CaM+P1  
2111.2 

±1.1 

24.5 

±2.6 

17.2 

±0.4 

7.9 

±0.6 

23.2 

±0.7 

2122.9 

±5.1 

3.9 

±2.7 

23.7 

±9.2 

0.0 

±8.8 

23.7 

±12.7 

CaM+P2  
2093.9 

±10.8 

5.8 

±2.8 

21.7 

±21.3 

35.5 

±15.2 

54.3 

±26.1 

2118.8 

±0.4 

27.7 

±2.9 

14.9 

±0.6  

11.8 

±1.9 

24.4 

±2.0 

CaM+P4  
2109.1 

±0.8 

24.4 

±3.5 

16.9 

±0.6 

11.1 

±0.8 

25.6 

±1.0 

2122.6 

±2.8 

9.3 

±3.6 

25.1 

±0.1 

0.0 

±0.4 

25.1 

±0.4 

 

Linear Spectrum of CaM+P2 

 

Figure S8: Decomposition of the linear spectrum of the CaM+P2 peptide complex (black) into three Voigt 

profiles (grey scales) the sum of the profiles is shown in red. 

Figure S8 shows an alternative approach to decomposition of the linear spectrum of the CaM+P2 

complex using three Voigt profiles, instead of two Voigt profiles, as shown in the article. The 

widths of the profiles are shared between all peaks as to minimize the number of parameters. The 

resulting fit parameters are summarized in Table S2. There are two reasons that suggest modeling 

this linear spectrum with an additional peak: (i) For the two-peak model, a transition at  

2093.9 cm-1 exhibits a width that is considerably larger than the widths modeled in the other 
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investigated samples (see Table S2). This difference in linewidths may reflect weak coupling but 

line shapes with several Fermi resonances have been well described by a single line shapes 

function for all transitions2, supporting a single line shape model. (ii) The quantum beat frequency 

and the frequency difference of the modeled transitions in the linear spectrum (while in the 

uncertainty of our measurement) deviate somewhat while agreement with the other samples is 

excellent. A three-peak model with a shared line shape describes the linear spectrum just as well 

while providing an improved match between the quantum beat frequency (16.1 ± 13.3 cm-1) and 

the frequency difference of peaks 1 and 2 in Table S3 (19.5 ± 7.1 cm-1). Both aspects may indicate 

that a three-transitions model might be more suitable for the CaM+P2 spectrum. Our accuracy for 

the quantum beat frequency does not allow for a clear model distinction and we decided to use the 

same model for the linear spectrum of all samples for better comparability. Generally, the analysis 

of pump probe transients and linear spectra underscores their duality in regard to Fermi resonances 

and this duality could be exploited to analyze line shapes and identify the nature of individual 

transitions in linear spectra (i.e. Fermi resonances vs. superpositions of line shapes from different 

sub-ensembles). 

Table S3: Fit results of the linear FTIR spectrum of CaM+P2. All widths correspond to full width at half 

maximum. 𝑤 is the width of the entire Voigt profile. 

𝑤𝐺 

(cm-1) 

𝑤𝐿 

(cm-1) 

𝑤  

(cm-1) 

𝐴1 

 

𝑥𝑐1 

(cm-1) 

𝐴2 

 

𝑥𝑐2 

(cm-1) 

𝐴3 

 

𝑥𝑐3 

(cm-1) 

Δ𝜈12 
 

(cm-1) 

Δ𝜈13 
 

(cm-1) 

13.5 

±0.6 

13.5 

±1.1 

24.8 

±1.3 

29.3 

±1.6 

2118.8 

±0.4 

2.0 

±1.2 

2099.3 

±6.7 

1.5 

±0.2 

2078.2 

±2.1 

19.5 

±7.1 

40.6 

±2.5 
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Residual analysis of the quantum beat model 

 

Figure S9: Bi-exponential and quantum beat fit as shown in figure S7 (top panels) along with residuals 

(bottom panels). Left. Exponentially damped quantum beat. Right. Gaussian damping of quantum beat. 

Figure S9 shows a comparison between the bi-exponential decay model, and the quantum beat 

model, as shown in figure S7 (top). The bi-exponential model clearly overestimates the signal at a 

delay of 400-500 fs, while it underestimates the signal between 600 fs and 900 fs. The employed 

quantum beat model is a clear improvement, which also reflects in the residuals. Still, the 

exponentially damped quantum beat overestimates the signal between 900 fs and 1300 fs. Due to 

the stochastic nature of the dephasing process of the quantum coherence between the transitions 

in Fermi resonance, we would expect the decay of the beat signal to be predominantly of Gaussian 

shape because the dephasing time is much shorter than the lifetime of the transitions. Therefore, 

the decay dynamics of the azido stretching vibration would best be modelled as: 

𝑆(𝑡) = Agauss ⋅ 𝑒−4 𝑙𝑛(2)(
𝑡

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀
)
2

+ Aosc ⋅ cos (2𝜋
𝑡

𝜏𝑜𝑠𝑐
) ⋅ 𝑒

−
𝑡2

2𝜏𝑐𝑜ℎ
2

+ Apop ⋅ 𝑒
−

𝑡
𝜏𝑝𝑜𝑝  .         
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The resulting fit is shown on the righthand side of figure S9, again in comparison to the bi-

exponential model. This fit clearly illustrates the overdamped modulation of the signal. Employing 

the Gaussian dephasing, the residuals are symmetrically spread and the deviations are less than 10 

µOD. This suggests, that the dephasing of the quantum beat in AzF might in fact be governed by 

its inhomogeneous surroundings, unfortunately the required accuracy for such an analysis is 

unobtainable for the protein samples. The according fit results, which are also fully commensurate 

with the FTIR peak assignment (Fig4), are displayed in table S4. 

Table S4. Fit parameters of the quantum beat model with Gaussian damping. 𝜏pop, 𝜏coh and 𝜏𝑜𝑠𝑐 are the 

population time, the coherence time and oscillation period of the damped cosine contribution. 𝛥𝜈12 is the 

spacing of the two Voigt profiles fit to the linear spectra on the right of Fig. 4. Agauss, A𝑜𝑠𝑐 and A𝑝𝑜𝑝 are 

the amplitudes of the non-resonant Gaussian component, the oscillatory feature and the population decay. 

  𝜏pop 
(fs) 

𝜏coh 
(fs) 

𝜏osc 
(fs) 

1 𝜏𝑜𝑠𝑐⁄  
(cm-1) 

Δ𝜈12 
(cm-1) 

Agauss 
(mOD) 

A𝑜𝑠𝑐 
(mOD) 

A𝑝𝑜𝑝 
(mOD) 

AzF  
790 

±26 

245 

±12 

1516 

±74 

22.0 

±1.1 

23.6 

±3.0 

0.34 

±0.05 

0.2 

±0.02 

0.41 

±0.01 

 

Phase relation between induced absorption (IA) and stimulated emission (SE) in the 

quantum beat model in aqueous AzF 

The phase relation between the induced absorption and stimulated emission features in aqueous 

AzF was investigated using the quantum beat model with Gaussian dephasing as introduced above. 

As opposed to using a fixed phase and a variable oscillation period for the fit model, the oscillation 

period was fixed to 1400 fs, while allowing variation of the phase. This oscillation period was 

chosen in accordance to the frequency spacing between the Voigt profiles in the linear response of 

free AzF (Figure 4). The resulting fit curves are shown in Figure S10 and the parameters are shown 

in table S5. No significant phase shift between these features can be observed within our 

experimental resolution. The stable phase relation induced absorption and stimulated emission and 
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the good agreement of fit parameters between tables S4 and S5 further supports our approach of 

extracting the dynamics from the amplitude of a line shape fit.  

 

Figure S10: Time traces for induced absorption (at 2082.5 cm-1) and stimulated emission (at 2138 cm-1) in 

free aqueous AzF (black). Also shown are fits (red) using the quantum beat model with Gaussian dephasing 

as introduced above. 

Table S5. Fit parameters of the quantum beat model with Gaussian dephasing introduced above. 𝜏pop and 

𝜏coh are the population and coherence time damped cosine contribution. 𝜙 is the relative phase difference 

to a pure cosine oscillation. Agauss, A𝑜𝑠𝑐 and A𝑝𝑜𝑝 are the amplitudes of the non-resonant Gaussian 

component, the oscillatory feature and the population decay. The oscillation period was fixed to 1400 fs. 

  𝜏pop 
(fs) 

𝜏coh 
(fs) 

𝜙 

(°) 
Agauss 
(mOD) 

A𝑜𝑠𝑐 
(mOD) 

A𝑝𝑜𝑝 
(mOD) 

IA  
803 

±140 

247 

±40 

1 

±15 

0.14 

±0.06 

0.36 

±0.09 

0.51 

±0.08 

SE/GSB 
724 

±99 

322 

±50 

5 

±16 

-0.42 

±0.05 

-0.27 

±0.09 

-0.62 

±0.10 
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